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ABSTRACT

HOME YANKEES: UNIONISM IN BURKE AND WATAUGA COUNTIES IN NORTH
CAROLINA,1861 -1865 (August 2009)

Eric Samuel Young, B.A., Appalachian State University

M.A. , Appalachian State University

Thesis Chairperson: Judkin Browning

One of the least understood aspects of the Civil War in Appalachia is Unionism.  This

thesis evaluates who Unionists in Burke and Watauga Counties were, and what

characteristics defined them.  This thesis relies heavily on the use of Southern Claims

Commission documents to identify the key components of unionism in the area.  Heavy

analysis of census data is also utilized to create an economic profile of unionists in the area,

and to identify patterns of wealth amongst Unionists.  This study reveals that most Unionists

in Burke and Watauga Counties were poor, rural farmers.  They were usually middle aged,

and often at odds with younger members of their families. Furthermore, most of the

Unionists in this study lived in the more mountainous parts of Burke and Watauga Counties.

Also, Unionists in the counties were defined by their reputations and were well regarded by

other Unionists in the area. Finally, Unionism in Burke and Watauga Counties was defined

by a strong economic component with most Unionists having under S I ,000 of total wealth.
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Introduction

Despite their location in the heart of the Confederacy, the Appalachian counties of

Burke and Watauga in Western North Carolina contained a strong Unionist contingent.1

Furthermore, this study fills a hole in the historiography by describing a unique set of

characteristics that define Unionists, despite a complex web of loyalties and sentiment.  Most

Unionists in Burke and Watanga Counties were poor, rural farmers.  They were usually

middle aged, and often at odds with younger members of their families.  Most Unionists in

the area were men, but many women were Uniorists as well, despite the fact that their

opinions were often discounted.  Furthermore, most of the Unionists in this study lived in the

more mountainous parts of Burke and Watauga Counties.  This was especially prevalent in

Burke County where most Unionists were found in mountainous regions of the county and

not in the county seat of Morganton.  In Watauga, Unionists were more evenly distributed, as

the entirety of the county was mountainous. Also, Unionists in the counties were defined by

their reputations and were well regarded by other Unionists in the area. Finally, Unionism in

Burke and Watauga Counties was defined by a strong economic component with most

I For the purposes of this study Appalachia can be defined as, "a zone where diverse groups have interacted

with one another and with a set of regional and subregional environments over time," in John Alexander
Williams, 4zz[7cr4ancfoz.cr.. f4 ffisfory (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2002),12.  As for

gcographic boundaries, the Appalachian Regional Commission's boundaries ranging from the highlands of
Mississippi to the highlands of pennsylvania are accepted. The Appalachian Regional Commission's map can
be found at, "The Appalachian Region," j4ppcr/crofe!.c!# Regjo#a/ Com"issj.o#,
htto.//www.arc.sov/misc/arc  maD.iso (accessed March 7, 2009). With these definitions in mind, the
mountainous county of watauga would be in the core of Appalachia, while the hill country of Burke County in
North Carolina's Piedmont would be on the periphery of the region.

Unionists having well under $ 1,000 of total wealth, while those leading the Confederacy had

wealth totals far exceeding those of the Unionists.

This thesis has three distinct chapters, each focusing on a particular issue.  The first

chapter of the thesis chronicles the beginnings of both Burke and Watauga Counties and

traces their progression to the coming of the Civil War.  The chapter also examines the

geographical features of the region and begins to define Unionists in Burke and Watauga

Counties by determining who owned slaves and who did not.

Chapter 2 of the thesis focuses around the underutilized Southern Claims

Commission (SCC) documents from the region.  The establishment of the commission in

1871 allowed citizens to file claims against the United States Government for property loss

caused by the Union Army.  If the claimant was deemed to have been loyal to the Union, and

the Union Army caused personal property damage, money was awarded. Despite the wealth

of information provided by the SCC records, historians have only just begun to use these

sources.  Appalachian scholars have especially underutilized the sources, with many studies

giving the documents a cursory glance, or ignoring them altogether.  Even scholars that have

used the SCC documents use them erratically and cherry-pick cases from across the region

that fit with their own hypotheses.  A micro study of the region utilizing all of the claims

from specific areas provides a much more lucid account of Unionist sentiment and what it

meant to be a Unionist in Burke and Watauga Counties in Appalachian North Carolina. The

claims reveal features of unionism that included: claim size, age, profession, family ties,

location, and most importantly, Unionist reputations.

The third and fmal chapter attempts to give a quantitative economic profile that

defines Unionists in Burke and Watauga Counties. The chapter evaluates the average wealth



of those who filed claims, those who supported them, and those who steadfastly adhered to

the Confederacy.  The chapter averages wealth values and helps to define the Unionists of the

region.  In so doing, the economic profile of unionists in the area will also highlight

economic tensions in Appalachia and how these tensions helped to define loyalties.

For many years scholarship on the Civil War in Appalachia was almost nonexistent as

it was assumed the war bypassed Appalachia.  It was also believed that most citizens of

Appalachia sided with the Union since the war was so far away. Recent scholarship has

shifted to the opposite extreme and ignores the strength and diversity of Unionism in the

region. Unionists may not have been in the majority, but were numerable enough that people

in the region were afraid of what "home Yankees" may do.  A Burke County citizen

expressed his fears about those loyal to the Union, "These miserable Tories, home Yankees,

are to be more feared when they get possession of a country, than the Yankees themselves."2

Despite years of scholarship on Appalachian history there is a large hole in regard to

specifically defining who were Unionists.  For many years scholarship on the Civil War in

Appalachia dealing with any topic was sparse. Perhaps the first treatment of the

Appalachians can be found in James W. Taylor' s 4//eg¢cJ7#.cz.  Taylor, along with other color

writers, helped to provide part of the simplistic assessment of Appalachia that dominated

historical discourse in the region for almost a hundred years.  In 1862, with the war barely

underway, Taylor constructed the basic idea of Appalachia during the Civil War.  He argued

that the people of Appalachia did not hold slaves and were actually opposed to slavery and

committed to the idea of free labor.  He also argued that the people of Appalachia were loyal

supporters of the Union. Taylor boasted, "Within this Switzerland of the South, Nature is at

2 George Phifer Erwin to Sister, July 1, 1864, folder 25, "Erwin Papers," Burke County Public Library,

Morganton, NC.

war with Slavery, and the people are ready to strike for Liberty and Union."3  Taylor also

assumed that most Appalachian people were isolated by their geography.  That isolation, he

believed, led to a withdrawal from Southern institutions, especially slavery.  Taylor argued

they were just too far removed to have any concerns over the issue.  In the nineteenth century

the literature that dominated America' s understanding of Appalachia was color writing, or

specifically, travel literature and brochures that were written to draw Northern money to the

South for extended stays in Southern resorts and spas.  Taylor was the first of many color

writers who would portray the region in this way.  Other color whters would pick up these

assumptions after Reconstruction.

If Taylor started the assumptions surrounding Appalachia and the Civil War, his

contemporary and Berea College president William Goodell Frost helped to cement these

ideas into the American psyche.  As president of Berea, Frost held tremendous sway in the

area of Appalachian studies, and in 1899 he wrote, "Our Contemporary Ancestors in the

Southern Mountains." Frost, like Taylor, argued that the people of Southern Appalachia were

indeed loyal Unionists and opposed to the Confederacy: "when the Civil War cane there was

no great surprise for both the North and South. Appalachia clave to the old flag."4  Frost also

gave the impression that the Civil War and its effects were minimal in Appalachia because of

its remote nature.  Frost's analysis proved to be especially important because of his

background.  Frost was considered an expert on the region because of his tenure at Berea.

His arguments could be considered aniong the first "scholarly" accounts of Appalachia,

giving them a tremendous power that color writers were not usually afforded.

3 James W. Taylor, ,4//egfecr#;.a (St. Paul: Davenport,1862),15-16.

4 William Goodell Frost, "Our Contemporary Ancestors in the Southern Mountains," 4//cr#/;.c A4lo77/fe/y,  83

(March  1899): 313.
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The analysis of the region by Frost and Taylor held sway for nearly a century until

renewed interest in Appalachia brought forth a new school of thought, Appalachian

Revisionism.5  These scholars set out to confront long held assumptions about the region.

However, the Civil War was perhaps the last area to receive new scholarship.  Instead, many

historians of the 1970s and 80s focused on economic issues and social change after the Civil

War.  Despite a real lack of interest until the 1980s, some new scholarship emerged in the

first half of the twentieth century.

The rudimentary beginnings of renewed scholarship on the Civil War in Appalachia

can be found in Georgia Lee Tatum's 1934 book, Dz.s/oj/a/fy I.;e ffee Co#/ec7ercrc);.  Tatum

evaluated the bit of truth found in the analyses of Frost and Taylor; there were indeed some

Unionists in the Appalachian region.  Tatum's analysis focused almost entirely on Official

Army Records.  She did, however, offer several types of Unionists: those who were Unionist

from the beginning and helped the Union Army, those who became increasingly Unionist as

the war went on because of hardships and conscription, and those who were disaffected and

didn't feel strongly either way but for the most part remained Confederate.6  Although new,

Tatun's look at the Civil War, and especially competing loyalties, was not groundbreaking.

Tatum categorized types of Unionists, but failed to answer important questions like how

widespread was Unionism in the Appalachia, or even in a particular community? This thesis

5 For a better understanding of Appalachian literature, consult: Ron Eller, Mz."era, A4lz.//fecr#cJs ¢#cJ A4lo„#faJ.J?eers

(Knoxville: University of Tennessee Press,1982), for an extensive look at mining in Appalachia and the
internal colonial model.  Jack Weller, yes/erdiny/ 's Peep/e (Lexington: University of Kentucky Press,1965) and
Hany M. Caudill, jv;.gfef Cormes fo fhe Cc;7ceber/¢#ds (Boston: Little Brown,1963), for the culture of poverty
model.  Wilma Dunaway, 7lfee Fj.rs/ Amerz.ccr# Fro#/J.er (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press,1996)
and Immanuel Wallerstein, 7lfee A4loder# Fyor/d S/sfeus (New York: Academic Press,1974), for the World-
Systems analysis model. Henry Shapiro, 4zxp¢/¢cfef.a o# 02!r A4lz.#c7 (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina
Press,1978) for a post-modem evaluation.

6 Georgia Lee Tatum, Dz.s/o};cr/fy z.# ffee Co#/eder4c); (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press,1934).

looks at a particular area in Appalachia instead of a broad study that offers limited

assessment as to where Unionists actually were.

For almost half of a century historians fell back into old patterns, and little research

was done on the Civil War in Appalachia.  However, by 1981 Appalachian Revisionism was

becoming increasingly in vogue. In 1981 Philip Paludan was among the first to evaluate the

complex nature of the Civil War in Appalachia.  His book, yz.cfz.rms, deals with the Shelton

Laurel massacre in Western North Carolina where suspected loyalists were executed without

trial.7  Paludan did a good job of presenting the idea that the Civil War in Appalachia, and in

general, was a personable war. Paludan also illustrated the complexity of the war by focusing

on its human basis: "The small scale of this incident requires an investigation of the

complexity of historical experience that studies of vast campaigns and huge battles can

escape.  To look at smaller events, we must explore the lives of speciflc people, their

thoughts and feelings, their families, the neighborhood and community experiences that

shaped their reactions to the invasion of their lives by war."8 Paludan masterfully pieced

together scarce and disparate sources to recreate a previously untold piece of the Civil War.

Paludan craftily added sociology into the voids of the historical record, helping to fill in the

gap, while at the same time drawing the reader in and making a personal connection.

Paludan did one of the best jobs of identifying motivations during the Civil War in

Appalachia.  He argued that a personal war is much more complex than numbers often show.

The death of fathers and brothers is much more profound than a hollow statistic.  In this way,

Paludan got inside the head and heart of those who fought in Appalachia.

7 Phillip Paludan,  yz.c/i.ms (Knoxville: University of Tennessee Press,1981), ix.

8 Ibid, x.



A contemporary of Paludan who was focused on re-evaluating Appalachia was John

I"scoe.  In 1989 ]o;hnlrrscoe `Nrohe Mountain Masters, Slavery, and the Sectional Crisis in

Wesfe7.77 IVorffe C¢7`o/z.#cz, which challenged assumptions about Appalachia and slavery.

Inscoe argued that the people in Appalachia supported slavery, directly challenging the

analysis of Frost and Taylor.  Inscoe stated, "An analysis of the antebellum social and

economic life of Carolina highlanders indicates that these people were far from being the

deprived, isolated, self-centered mountaineers depicted in later accounts.  On the eve of the

Civil War, their society was a vigorous, complex, and growing one in which slavery played a

small but basic part."9  Rather than something abhorred by Appalachian people, Inscoe

portrayed slavery as a fundamental part of life in the mountains. A4oe472f¢z.# A4czs/era and

Paludan's yz.c/z.7#s ushered in a new era of scholarship dealing with Appalachia.  In the 1990s

other historians would begin looking at the intricate history of the region and exploring the

Civil War itself, not just slavery.

One of the works that tackled the Civil War in Appalachia after A4lo"#/czz.7c A4las/era

was the edited collection 772e Cz.vz./ Wcrr z.# 4zapa/crcfez.cr by Kenneth Noe and Shannon Wilson.

One article in the collection that tried to define Unionism was Martin Crawford's "The

Dynamics of Mountain Unionism." Crawford focused on the small county of Ashe in

Appalachian Western Noith Carolina.  Ashe County borders Watauga County.  He argued

that wealthier people in the county, especially those closest to the county seat, were more in

favor of secession, while poorer people in the backcountry who were further away from

towns, were more often Unionist.  Crawford wrote, "it seems apparent that there existed in

Ashe County a palpable division in political sentiment between the wealthier, more

9 John Inscoe, A4lo##/c%.# A4czs/err (Knoxville: University of Tennessee Press,1989)9 6.

commercially oriented neighborhoods that embraced or were close to the county seat and

outlying districts such as the North Fork, where property values were signiflcantly lower and

where subsistence production was most prevalent. What further differentiated the North Fork

was its extremely modest involvement in slaveholding."10  However, Crawford was quick to

point out that in other areas the same conclusions may not be able to be drawn, even in areas

with similar economic conditions.  Additionally, Crawford attested that other factors played

into the Unionism of Ashe County such as its proximity to Eastern Termessee. Yet, Crawford

concedes that despite some Unionism, Confederate sentiment still held sway.  Many of

Crawford's conclusions mirror those of this study, but in the mountainous county of

Watauga, Unionism was not just relegated to the most obscure comers of the county, but had

a larger distribution.  Furthermore, this study has the added advantage of utilizing the

Southern Claims Commission documents to define Unionists, as no claims were filed in Ashe

County.

Much of Crawford's analysis is based upon an earlier 1983 work written by Steven

Hahn.  Although Unionism was not the main focus of 772e Roofs a/Soz{ffeer# Pop„/z.sin, Hahn

does address the subject, however briefly.  Many of the same ideas found in Crawford's

article and subsequent book can be found in a more primitive manner in Hahn's work. In his

analysis of unionism, Hahn wrote, "Whereas yeomen in nonplantation areas increasingly tied

to Northern markets, like Western Virginia, could cast their fate with the free states, their

counterparts in Georgia, who produced primarily for their own consumption and whose

]° Martin Crawford, "The Dynamics of Mountain Unionism: Federal Volunteers of Ashe County North

Carolina," in Z7!e Civz./ War i.# j4pprhac¢z.cr, ed. Kenneth Noe and Shannon H. Wilson (Knoxville: University of
Tennessee Press,1997), 63.  For a more in depth analysis and social history of Ashe County and the Civil War,
see M:andm Clowford, Ashe County 's Civil War: Comrrmnity and Society in the Appalachian South
(CharlottesvilLe: University Press of Virginia, 2001 ).
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economic horizons rarely extended beyond the county, could find much of the planters'

rhetoric appealing."I I  Crawford and Hahn both argued that economic conditions are among

the most important causes for Unionism.  Those in Appalachia with more ties to towns and

commerce were more likely to side with the Confederacy.  In contrast, those who were more

secluded and provided for themselves were more heavily aligned with the Union. This sane

pattern emerged in Burke and Watauga Counties.

To expound upon this idea, in "An Execution in Lumpkin County: Localized

Loyalties in North Georgia's Civil War," Jonathan Sarris argued that dissent was most

prevalent in mountain communities that were poor and had few ties to town commerce or

politics.  Saris argued that the people of the county seat viewed those in the mountains as

"the epitome of the Appalachian frontier, uncivilized, backward, and full of pro-Union

mountaineers."]2  These ideas have gained prominence in recent years, but in and of

themselves, they are not entirely sufficient.  Most of the aforementioned authors believe

economics to be a central cause of Unionism in the mountains of Appalachia; however,

almost all of the authors also conceded that there were a variety of factors at play.

Economics may have been a basic cause of unionism, but it is not the only one. This study

focuses on evaluating and defining all of the factors that are attributed to Unionism, not just

economics.

W. Todd Groce further re-evaluated and complicated Civil War loyalties in his book

A4lo"#/czz.72 Jtebe/s.   Instead of focusing on Union sentiment in an area thought to be mostly

Confederate, like North Carolina, Groce instead focused on the Unionist stronghold of

[[ Steven Hahn, 7life Roofs a/So"ffeer# Papw/z.s" (New York: Oxford University Press,1983),107.

[2 Jonathan D. Sarris, "An Execution in Lumpkin County: Localized Loyalties in North Georgia's Civil War,"

in"oe a]:rd Wilson's, The Civil War in Appalachia,132.

Eastern Tennessee.  Instead of taking the traditional route and evaluating unionism, he

evaluated the Confederates of the region.  Groce stressed the importance of the railroad and

its entrance into Appalachia, especially into East Tennessee.  He argued that the railroad

brought new business and commerce to the area.  He also paid special attention to tourism

when he argued that the railroad brought in tourists to Appalachia.  Groce wrote, "While the

railroad facilitated the export of produce from East Tennessee, it also encouraged importation

of hundreds of visitors from the Deep South.  A region that had previously seemed remote

and cut off from the mainstreani of Southern society now appeared much closer to many

southerners."13  Groce then went on to argue that tourism led to the creation of spas and

resorts in the East Tennessee Mountains.  In turn, the resorts brought new wealth and ties to

commerce.  In the Unionist stronghold of East Tennessee these businessmen and women

would be the ardent supporters of the Confederacy.  Much like Crawford, Groce argued that

those with the most to lose monetarily were the ones most likely to be in favor of secession.

Groce concluded that East Tennessee was not as Unionist as once thought.

Other than loyalties and Unionism, violence seemed to be a prevalent theme in Civil

War era Appalachian history.  Several works attacked the notion that the Civil War missed

Appalachia.  Borrowing from Paludan's yJ.c/I.rms, they argued that there was complex

violence in even the remotest parts of the region. Noel Fisher's book, Wror a/ Every Door,

focused on guerilla violence in East Termessee: "A second face of the war was the

unorganized conflict between Unionist and secessionist partisans."[4  Fisher illustrated the

complexity of the war and the violence that accompanied it.  Instead of focusing on huge

battles, he focused on the day-to-day violence that permeated the lives of everyday people.

[3 W. Todd Groce, "o„#fcr;.# Rebe/s (Knoxville: University of Tennessee Press,1999),12-14.

[4 Noel Fisher,  Wcrr a/ Every Door (Chapel Hill: UNC Press,1997), 3.
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He argued that partisans on both sides had clear goals, and some did not.  Some were fighting

for the Union or the Confederacy, while others were consumed with a culture of violence,

and didn't seem to have an agenda other than blood.  Either way, Fisher's evaluation

challenged the assumption that the Civil War passed by the region, and the assumption that

most of the region was characterized by peaceful Unionists.

Despite the relative boom of scholarship on the Civil War in Appalachia and its

complexities, not until lnscoe and MCKinney' s fJec7rf a/CoJ7/ec7ercr/e 4zap¢/crcfez.cJ (2000) was

there a comprehensive study of the Civil War in the highlands of North Carolina.  In this

work, Inscoe and MCKinney put forth the notion that Appalachia was more Southern than

had been previously thought. They argued that the people of Appalachia were not opposed to

slavery, and for the most part they supported the Confederacy and not the Union.  Inscoe and

MCKimey wrote, "The Carolina highlands never became the Unionist stronghold that existed

across the state line to the west; Unionist sentiments, in fact, were less pervasive in the

western part of No]th Carolina than they were in many parts of the state's piedmont."]5 Being

a comprehensive look at the Civil War in Western North Carolina, many aspects are

oversimplified for brevity. One such aspect that did not receive enough attention in the book

was competing loyalties.  The authors did a good job of illustrating that Union sentiment

existed to some extent in the region, but did not do a good job at defining the key features

that defined Unionism.  This study will fill this void by clearly articulating the defining

features of unionists in Burke and Watauga Counties.  The authors also argued that the

causes for Union sentiment were widespread and variable.  This is true, but is not concrete

enough to satisfy scholars.  Perhaps the authors were not sure themselves as they wrote,

L5 John Inscoe and Gordon 8. MCKinney, JJeclrf a/Co#/ec7ercrfe 4ppa/c!cfe!.cr (Chapel Hill: UNC Press, 2000),

84.

12

"Thus, not even enlistment could be viewed as a strict measure of loyalty to the Union, and

the motivations behind anti-Confederate thought and action remain as elusive and complex as

ever."[6   Despite the vague nature of loyalties and their variance, this study defines key

features of Unionists in Burke and Watauga Counties. 77!e fJec7r/ a/Co#/ec7ercr/e j4ppcz/czcfez.cr

provided new questions for modem historians.  Inscoe and MCKinney's work opened new

doors for the field, letting historians focus less on challenging assumptions, and more on the

complex nature of the war and of the region.

Shortly after the publication of 772e fJecrr/ a/Co72/ec7ercr/e 4ppcz/czcfez.c}, John Inscoe

and Robert Kenzer released an edited collection dedicated to Unionism in the Confederacy.

The work, E#e"z.es a/ffoe Cocj#try, evaluated the complex nature of unionism in Appalachia,

and why Unionism in the mountains is so hard to pin down into a concise definition.  In the

introduction Inscoe and Kenzer stated that loyalties, "remind us of just how differently

Southerners of whatever loyalty or ideology experienced the war, and the range of ways in

which, individually and in groups, Unionists saw their fragilities exposed and their resiliency

tested. . .we can come to appreciate again just what localized and personalized dynamics

defined the war experience of Southerners, Unionist and Confederate alike."]7  The rest of

this edited collection followed this outline. ]8

16 |bid,104.

[7 John C. Insoce and Robert Kenzer, E#erm;.es o/ffee Co##try; (Athens: University of Georgia Press, 2001),13.

]8 The most recent scholarship in the field has taken the lead from Inscoe and others by illustrating the

complexities of the region and of the Civil War.  One of the newest books on the subject is John W. Shaffer,
C/crsfo a/£o);cr/fz.es (Morgantown: West Virginia University Press, 2003).  Shafer argued that the borderland of
West Virginia was violent, but unlike other others who argued for pro Unionism or pro Confederacy, Shaffer
instead argued that the population of the area was split almost fifty-fifty.
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Studies continued to evaluate the complex nature of the war in Appalachia.  Brian

MCKnight' s Co#/es/ed Border/a#d dealt with guerilla warfare in Appalachia. MCKnight

described the war and its complexity thusly: "The invasion of local areas by both traditional

and renegade corrmands threw communities into turmoil. . .the people of this contentious

mountainous region dealt with the daily uncertainty in a variety of ways, from manipulating

personal loyalty to actually fighting back in armed conflict." ]9 MCKnight did a good job of

illustrating where scholarship in the field is heading, more emphasis on nuance, and less on

debunking stereotypical assumptions.

Yet another book that followed the trend of evaluating the rich and subtle history of

the war in Appalachia is Margaret Storey's I,oj/c!/fy cr#d fosS.  In her book, Storey dealt with

unconditional unionists in Alabama during the Civil War. Storey' s greatest gift to the

historiography of the Civil War in Appalachia is her focus on the home front and the

importance she places on it. Storey illustrated how the small, intricately personal world of the

home can be just as important as a battlefield.  Often a battlefield is relatively easy to

understand, however, understanding someone's feelings and motivations is not.  Much time

and effort has been devoted to studying battlefields of the Civil War, and while they make for

good reads, they are not the whole story. To really understand the war, historians have to

understand what it meant to the people and why they acted the way they did.   Like

MCKhight and other recent historians, Storey's work is a taste of what is to come, research

that focuses on the small and complex world that exists mostly in the heads and hearts of the

Appalachian people.

Similar to MCKnight and Storey, Jonathan Sarris's 4 Sep¢7.a/e Cz.vz./ War, much like

his article "An Execution in Lumpkin County," focused on North Georgia and the Civil War.

]9 Brian MCKnight, Co#/es/ec7 BorcJer/a77d (Lexington: University of Kentucky Press, 2006) 4.
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Saris set out to explore motivations of the soldier in North Georgia.  Sarris wrote, "Although

Mcpherson has revolutionized military history by placing deserved focus on motivations,

ideas, and behavior of the common fighting man, his analysis leaves room for additional

sophistication. . . I argue that we must add complexity to our perspective of the Civil War and

the people who fought it."20  Sarris continued the trend of using micro studies to get a better

understanding of the complexities of Appalachia and the Civil War.  Sarris argued, "One

method of exploring these issues of loyalty and motivation is to analyze individual Southern

communities and map out the dynamics of loyalty within them."2L

Despite the progression of scholarship, none of the aforementioned studies are

without flaws.  Regarding Unionism, the studies failed to give a truly multifaceted look at the

phenomenon.  The studies concluded that Appalachia was Southern, or mostly divided, while

never moving away from generalizations about loyalties. To date, no study fully evaluated

sentiments in the region, or defined who Unionists were.

This thesis fills a void in the historiography by defining who Unionists were and the

characteristics associated with them.  Studies like those of Inscoe and MCKinney dedicated a

chapter of their book to Appalachian Unionists, but never defined specific characteristics of

the Unionists.  Instead, the study focused on how widespread Unionism was in Western

Noith Carolina.  When actually trying to define Unionists in the region, Inscoe and

MCKinney stated, "much of the difficulty in detecting patterns or pinpointing reliable

indicators of unionism is what appears to be the sheer randomness of such allegiances."22

This study seeks to sift through the complexity of mountain loyalties and define

20 Jonathan Sarris, j4 Separa/e C'z.iJj/ Wrc}r (Charlottesville: University of virginia Press, 2006), 3.

21 Ibid' 3.

Z2IrlscoeairrdMc:Kjmriey,HeartOfCorfederateAppalachia,95.
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characteristics of unionists, despite the randomness.  Also, an intense local study gives more

insight than does a more comprehensive study.  Inscoe and MCKinney looked at over 200

claims from the SCC, and concluded that allegiances were random.  They also concluded that

Appalachian North Carolina was mostly dedicated to the Confederacy. However, an intense

study of a particular area reveals patterns not evident when trying to define an entire region,

and while the majority of residents of Burke and Watauga sided with the Confederacy, that is

only part of the story.

This study is also different from the major local study of the region, Martin

Crawford's 4sfee Coc£#fy 's Cj.vz./ Wrcrr.   While Crawford's analysis is indeed an intense local

study, Ashe County's Unionists did not file any claims with the SCC.  In Burke and

Watauga, nanies from the SCC documents help to put together an economic profile of

Unionists in the region.  This study also differs from Crawford's in that it utilizes source

material from two counties, one more mountainous, and the other more piedmont.  The

juxtaposition gives a more multifaceted look at loyalties, while remaining a small study.

Finally, many new studies in the field have focused on partisan violence in East

Tennessee and the Border States.  These studies described the brutality of guerilla war in the

region but never defined those who were doing the fighting.  This study focuses on the actual

citizens who would be inclined to cross enemy lines, would be living amongst bushwhackers,

and the features that defined them as Unionists.  By focusing on the defining characteristics

of the Unionists themselves, the war can be better understood.

Chapter 1: Burke. Watauga. and Civil War

16

For many, the American Civil War began on April 12,1861, at 4:30 a.in. when

Confederate colonel James Chestnut, Jr. gave the order to open fire on Fort Sumter.  Two

days later, the under supplied fort surendered to Confederate forces. I  Both the North and

South were galvanized by the events in South Carolina, and America entered the last leg of

its march to war.  As America began tearing itself apart in places like Sumter and Manassas,

other places like Burke and Watauga Counties in Western North Carolina were virtually

untouched by war.  However, as the war dragged on, they too would be drawn into the

conflict.

Burke County formed immediately after the beginning of the American Revolution

for purposes of breaking up the huge, inefficient Rowan territory in Western North Carolina.

Burke County, North Carolina was originally created on June 1,1777. The county was

carved out of Western Rowan after a 1777 bill created a new county to be nanied after Dr.

Thomas Burke, an immigrant from Ireland who practiced law and would become an ardent

supporter of the Revolution.  Oddly enough, Dr. Burke seemed to have no real ties to

Western North Carolina, the county of Rowan, or the created county that bore his name. The

county stretched from Lake Noman in present day Iredell County all the way to the western

I James Mcpherson, Baff/e Cry a/Freedom.. 7l¢e Cfu;./ Wrar Era (New York: University of oxford Press,1988),

2J3-2J5.
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border of the state.  In 1777, the borders of Burke County covered sixteen of the one hundred

present day North Carolina counties. Burke County reached its present size and shape of 514

square miles by 1841, although a small portion of the county was annexed by Mitchell

County in 1861 .2

Nestled between the Blue Ridge and the Piedmont of North Carolina, Burke County

resides at a natural transition zone where hill country transforms into mountains. The South

Mountains are due south of Burke County, and the Blue Ridge section of the Appalachian

Mountains lies to the west.3  Sixty percent of the county is considered to be piedmont in

nature, while the remaining forty percent is mountainous. Overall, the average elevation of

the county is approxinately 1,200 feet above sea level.  In its 1861 configuration the county

included Grandfather Mountain, now on the border between Avery and Watauga Counties,

and still includes the Linville Gorge Wildemess in the northwest.  Just north of Morganton

stands the mountain of Table Rock that towers over other features of the area. The county is

divided noith to south by the Catawba RIver and also contains several lakes, including Lake

Hickory and Lake James.4  The unique geographic features of the county make it a perfect

candidate for a localized study. In many ways, it is two places in one.  Comparisons can be

made between the more piedmont and mountainous regions of the county.

Watauga County, North Carolina, was founded seventy years after Burke County in

1849. Prominent members of the community pushed for the formation of a new county

2 Edward Phifer, Jr., Barfe.. 7lbe His/ory a/a IVorjfe Caro/z.#cr CoG#eo; (Morganton: Edward William Phifer Jr.,

1977), 2-10.

3 "About Burke County," Borke Co3#co; Q#3Cflc!/ Webfj./e,  htto ://co.burke.nc.us/about/ (accessed March 15,

2009).

4 phifer, Borke,  10-12.
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because the location of the county seat in Jefferson, Ashe County, was too inconvenient.  In

1848,-' Senator George Bower introduced a bill to the state senate that formed a new county

from the southern territory of Ashe County and smaller pieces of Caldwell, Wilkes, and

Yancey Counties. The previous location was so inconvenient that citizens would have to

travel up to thirty-five miles just to go to court.  At the time, Ashe County was quite large

and consisted of all of Watauga and Alleghany counties.  The large area and rugged terrain

made travel precarious.  It made sense that Ashe County would concede the southern tip of

its territory for the formation of a new county.5  In 1861 Watauga County shared a border to

the south with Burke and Caldwell Counties, a border with Tennessee to the west, Ashe

County to the northeast, and Wilkes County to the east.

Watauga County' s geography is dissimilar from the geography of Burke.  The most

obvious difference is that Watauga County lies entirely within the mountainous region of

North Carolina.  The county has no traces of flatlands or rolling hills. Mountains such as

Hanging Rock, Harmon Knob, The Bald, and Howard's Knob all rise at least 4,500 feet

above sea level and define the area.  Unlike some of the mountainous zones in Burke County,

the mountains of Watauga are not isolated.  Instead, they form ridges with chains of one

mountain after another.  The county can also be characterized by the many streams and

creeks that adorn the landscape.  The major rivers of the area are the New RIver and the

5 Ioha Preston ALrthNI, A History Of Watouga County North Carolina With Sketches Of Prominent Families

@oone: Self published,1915),114. The work was written through extensive use of primary sources, especially
oral histories.  The book is thorough, but it lacks any real rhyme or reason, making specific topics hard to find.
There is also a large index, but it is not arranged by topic or theme, it is instead organized alphabetically by
family mane.  This makes it frustrating for historians but perfect for genealogists. Despite the ramshackle and
rambling nature of the narrative, much of what we know about early Watauga County and its families is
discerned from the work.
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Watauga River.  The landscape also features many waterfalls to go along with the rugged

teITain.6

Both counties were also agriculturally diverse.  In Burke County farms of around

thirty acres were prevalent.  Most of the landowners in the county owned much more land

than that, but only a small percentage was improved, farmable land. Farmers generally grew

peas, beans, potatoes, and flax; and raised limited numbers of bees, hogs, sheep, or cattle.

Very few cash crops were grown. Besides agriculture, the people of Burke County also made

a lot of goods at home.  These goods were listed as "homemade manufactures" in the

Agricultural Census.7  Small farms were also predominant in Watauga County.  The farms in

Watauga County were generally smaller than their counterparts in Burke.  The average size

was between ten to fifteen acres.  Additionally, landholders in Watauga County did not own

as much land as those in Burke County.  However, some farms did have large tracts of land,

but only small portions were developed.  The mountainous geography of the area made less

fertile land available.  The geography also led to different agricultural products from the

county.  Much like Burke County, beans, peas, and potatoes were found on almost every

farm.  Sweet potatoes were also a staple of the majority of farms in the county.  A product

found in Watauga but not readily available in Burke was buckwheat. Watauga Famers also

grew com, hay, and made molasses. Additionally, farms of Watauga had fewer animals than

their Burke County counterparts, though wool was one of the major agricultural products

6 Michael C. Hardy, ,4 S¢orJ H7.sfory a/Wa/¢ngc! Coc!#fy (Boone, NC: Parkway Publishers, 2005), 34-35.

Hardy's book is the newest history of Watauga County.  He introduces a few new sources, but relies heavily on
Arthur's ,4 J7is/ory a/Wcrfclclgr Co";cfy.  Much like Arthur and Phifer, Hardy is not a professional academic
historian.  He is a self-described independent historian.  He does, however, follow a traditional footnoted format
and the work features an index arranged topically rather than by family name.

7 United States Census Bureau, 1860 Federal Census, Agricultural Schedule, Burke County, North Carolina.
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from the farms of the region.  Overall, the Watauga farms had a bigger variety of crops but

they were generally in lower quantities than on Burke County farms.8

Small farms may have been the norm in Burke and Watauga, but there were also

exceptions. There were a few large scale, slave owning farms in Watauga County.

According to the 1860 Federal Slave Schedule, there were only 104 slaves in Watauga

County.  Thirty slaveholders owned the 104 slaves, with the average number of slaves per

owner at 3.4.  Some of the slaveholders had only one slave, while others like Henry Taylor

had seven slaves. Henry's farm was also much larger than the common farm in the area.  His

real estate was listed as being worth $2,700 and his estate was worth Sl 6, 225.9  Owning

slaves was not necessarily an indication of loyalty to the Confederacy in Watauga County.

Jesse Councill, Reuben Farthing, John Horton, David Lewis, and JJ Whittington all held

slaves and subsequently filed clains against the Federal Government during the Southern

Claims Commission.  Jesse Councill owned two slaves.  Reuben Farthing and David Lewis

each owned one slave.  John Horton owned seven slaves. JJ Whittington owned eleven

slaves, the largest number in the county. ]°  To the Unionists in the county, slave holding was

obviously not the defining factor in determining loyalty. Many self-described Union men

owned slaves, including the largest slave owner in the county who accounted for more than

ten percent of the total slave population in Watauga.

8 United States Census Bureau, 1860 Federal Census, Agricultural Schedule, Watauga County, North Carolina.

9 Financial information from: United States Census Bureau, 1860 Federal Census, Population Schedule,

Watauga County, North Carolina, `` 1860 United States Federal Census," A#ce§try fi.brcrry,
http://search.ancestrylibrary.com/iexec/?htx=List&dbid=7667&offerid=0°/o3a7858%3ao (accessed June 10,
2009). Slave information from: United States Census Bureau,1860 Federal Census, Slave Schedule, Watauga
County, North Carolina.

]° United States Census Bureau, 1860 Federal Census, Slave Schedule, Watauga County, North Carolina.
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While Watauga had the fewest slaves in the state, Burke County had one of the larger

slave populations in the area.  In total, there were 2,385 slaves in Burke County, 309

slaveholders, and an average of 7.8 slaves per slaveholder. Despite the disparity in total

number of slaves, fewer of the claimants in Burke County held slaves.  Only three

slaveholders in the county filed claims against the Federal Government.  The two men and

one woman that filed claims and held slaves were John Copeland, Abrchani Winkler, and

Hannah Caldwell.  Copeland had eight slaves and Abrahan had six, the anomaly Caldwell

owned sixty. 1 I  This suggests that slaveholding had a larger effect on loyalty in Burke County

than in Watauga.  In Burke County, there were more slaves and more slave owners, yet only

three slaveholders filed claims stating they were Unionists, despite the fact the raiders would

march through the heavily slave-owning part of the county near Morganton. In Watauga

County five of those who filed claims owned slaves.  However, it could also mean that

Confederate sympathies were more entrenched in Burke County, and speaking out against

the Confederacy may have had serious ranifications.  Subsequently, it may have also been

harder for a slave-owning Unionist to speak out when the majority of his contemporaries

were in support of the Confederacy.  With the higher number of slaves, slaveholders, and

fewer claimants in general, it could also be argued that Burke County was simply more

Confederate leaning than Watauga County and had fewer Unionists.

In the years leading up to the Civil War, both Burke and Watauga were establishing

their places in the market economy.  In Burke County transportation networks were

beginning to be established, like the Carolina & Northwestern Railway in 1848. Serious

construction would not begin until 1852 when enough funds were secured to start the

I i United States Census Bureau,  1860 Federal Census, Slave Schedule, Burke County, North Carolina.
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project.12  By 1861 the railroad would stretch into Burke County, just outside of

Morganton. 13  Not only did the railroad allow for better transportation, it solidified Burke

County' s place in the market economy.  According to Kenneth Noe, the railroad network

rapidly modernized the South and even resistant famers entered the market economy. 14

Wilma Dunaway argued that a capitalist market society has existed in Appalachia since the

arrival of Europeans and the commoditization of Cherokee goods.]5  If a capitalist order was

already in place, the railroad cemented it forever.  The railroad connected the farmers and

tradesmen in the county to the rest of the nation. In the years before the war Burke County

was not standing still. Instead, it was modernizing like much of the nation.

Watauga County was no different.  In the decade preceding the outbreak of the Civil

War, Watauga had also begun to modernize.  In the early 1850s Boone was chosen as the

county seat and development began.  Among the first structures in the new town were a

series of sawmills.  A general store quickly went up as well.  Both a superior and a county

court were constructed in the town.  In the decade preceding the outbreak of war there was a

boom in churches, post offices, and roads. ]6  Watauga County may have not been as solidly

entrenched in the market as Burke County, but nonetheless they were modemizing. The

\2 Malfflhow C. Bungamor, Carolina & N~W.. The Legacy Of the Carolina & North Western Railway (Io:hrlson

City: Over the Mountain Press,1996),I.

13 "Green Street Rail Road Depot," fJis/ory A4lase£I#e a/Barfe Coc#zfy,

htto//thehistorvmuseumofourke.ore/denot.html (accessed November 23 , 2007).

14 Kenneth Noe, Sociffot.7esf Vtry.#j.a 's Ral./rca[c7 (Urbana: University of Illinois Press,1994), 3.

15 WT+maDunaNIay, The First American Frontier.. Transition to Capitalism in Southern Appalachia,  1700-1860

(Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1996). See specifically Chapter 1 Transition to Capitalism and
Chapter 2 Slaves, Skins, and Wampum: Destruction of Southern Appalachia's Precapitalist Mode of
Production,1540-1763.

16 Hardy, A Short History, 3742.
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counties were connected to the market economy and not completely isolated from the outside

world.

Union sentiment in the area is hard to pin down, and even harder to define.

According to historian Martin Crawford in his study of neighboring Ashe County, "No

simple formula adequately can embrace the imumerable factors that produced Ashe County

Unionism. . . Geopolitics, kinship, class, and ideology combined with a host of individual and

family circumstances to shape political allegiances in the divided communities of the Blue

RIdge, as they did elsewhere in southern Appalachia and beyond."]7 Despite the hard to

define nature of loyalties, Crawford wrote, "Civil War Unionism was strongest in

nonslaveholding areas."18  This simple statement seems to be common sense when dealing

with the Civil War. In Burke and Watauga Counties, most of the Unionists lived away from

the political and population centers of their county, much like Crawford concludes.

However, in Watauga County there were slaveholders all throughout different areas of the

county, and seventeen percent of the Unionists who filed claims owned slaves. 19 Watauga

does not fit perfectly within Crawford's analysis; in Watauga slaveholding was only a part of

the bigger picture.  Burke County falls more in line with Crawford's thesis.  Only two

claimants owned slaves, and the majority of Unionists were also from nonslaveholding areas.

This only complicates the picture. Appalachia is often seen as having some sort of cultural

solidarity. In reality, the entire region is varied, and even loyalties do not fit the same exact

`7 Martin Crawford, "The Dynamics of Mountain Unionism: Federal Volunteers of Ashe County North

Carolina," in 7ljze Civz./ Wrar z.# j4ppcr/acfez.a, ed. Kenneth Noe and Shannon H. Wilson (Knoxville: University of
Tennessee Press,1997), 66.

18 It,id, 63.

t9 United States Census Bureau,1860 Federal Census, Slave Schedule, Watauga County, North Carolina.
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equation from locale to locale.  Despite the relative complexity of defining Unionism and

loyalties in the region, several defining features remain.

As the smoke cleared after the fall of Fort Sumter, Burke and Watauga both started

their march toward war.  In January of 1861 the legislature of North Carolina announced that

the state would vote on a convention to discuss secession.  In Burke County the vote passed

by a vote of 718 to 273.  At first it would seem as if Burke County was united for secession,

but the information is misleading.  In a county election the secession delegate beat the

Unionist delegate by only thirty-six votes.20  This illustrated how the dynamics of loyalties

were always changing.  In less than a year the county voted for secession three to one.

On May 20, 1861, North Carolina voted to secede from the United States of America

and join the Confederacy.21 There was little fighting in Burke and Watauga during the first

three years of the war. Despite the lack of direct conflict in the area, Burke County

committed quite a few soldiers to the rebel cause.  The first company from Burke County

was mobilized before North Carolina had officially left the Union.  The Burke RIfles were

Company G in the First North Carolina Reginent.  They were formed in early May of 1861.

They first saw battle at Bethel Church on June 10, 1861.  The Burke Rifles were primarily

made up of soldiers from Burke County and was one of the main companies from the area.

The company was comprised of ninety-eight men who hailed from Burke County. In May of

1861 another Burke County Company was formed.  Company D of the Sixth Regiment was a

group made up of soldiers from Western North Carolina.  The majority of the troops were

from Burke County.  In all, 57 troops from the company lived in Burke County.  Individuals

20 phifer, B"7`fe,  319.

2] Mcpherson, Bcr#/e Cry, 283.
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from Burke, MCDowell, and Mitchell Counties formed Company E of the Sixth Regiment.

The Company formed in May of 1861.  Much like Company D, soldiers from the company

were scattered across Western North Carolina, but 53 of the troops called Burke County

home.  Company E of the Sixteenth Regiment was also formed in May of 1861.  This

company would have the largest contingent of Burke County soldiers during the war.  In all,

145 soldiers in the Company were from Burke County.  In October of 1861, yet another

company was formed.  Company K of the Thirty-Fifth Regiment was also known as the

Burke and Catawba Sampsons.  The Company was made up of ninety-four soldiers from

Burke County.  In December of 1861 two more Companies made up of Burke County

soldiers were formed.  Company F of the Third Cavalry, also referred to as the Davis

Dragoons, formed in Morganton and seventy-eight individuals from the county enlisted. 22

Shortly thereafter Company 8 of the Eleventh Regiment was formed.  The Company was

formed on December 20, 1861.  The Company was made up of soldiers from Burke, Wilkes,

and Caldwell Counties.  One hundred-twenty of the troops from Company 8 of the Eleventh

North Carolina Regiment were from Burke County.  Finally, in February of 1862 the last

major company from Burke County, Company D of the Eleventh Regiment, was formed.

This company was formed in Morganton, and there were 105 soldiers in the Company from

Burke County.

In all, there were 750 people from Burke County who voluntarily joined the

Confederacy to fight in the Civil War.  For the most part, the men in Burke County's

companies seemed to hold steadfast to the cause.  The companies had little to no desertion in

the ranks.  This exemplifies the fact that the majority of those who hailed from Burke County

22 Louis H. Manarin and Weymouth T. Jordan, comp., JVorffe Ccrj'o/I.#a rroopr..J86/-/86j j4 Rosfer,  15 vols.

(Raleigh: State Department of Archives and History,1966-).
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were steadfast Confederates and not Unionists. Many more were present and accounted for

until they were killed in action, wounded, captured, or discharged.23  Those who enlisted for

war seemed to have had a deep commitment to the Rebel cause in Burke County; however,

the timing of the surge in enlistment parallels Lincoln's call for troops after the fall of Fort

Sumter.  Using Sitterson's 7lfoe Secessg.o# A4ove7"e#/ z.# IVor/fe Ccrro/z.#cz,  and William Howard

Russell's Mj7 Dz.any IVorffo c!#d So„ffe, James Mcpherson pieced together the reaction of the

fall of Sumter in North Carolina: "Citizens of Wilmington, North Carolina, reacted to the

news of Sumter with the wildest excitement," flew Confederate flags from public buildings,

and fired salutes to them.  In Goldsboro, North Carolina, the correspondent of the rz.meg of

London watched "an excited mob" with "flushed faces, wild eyes, screaming mouths,

hunahing for Jeff Davis and the Southern Confederacy, so that the yells overpowered the

discordant bands which were busy with Dixie's Land."24  The reaction in Burke County was

more subdued than that of their eastern neighbors, but nonetheless Burke County reacted by

gearing up for war as much of the South was being swept with a wave of Confederate

sentinent.

The first company established in Watauga County was the Watauga Rangers.  The

company was formed on May 11, 1861.  In July the company departed for Camp Woodfin

near Asheville with three other companies.  In August the companies moved to Camp

Beauregard near Ridgeway, North Carolina.  There the Ninth Regiment was officially

established.  Company D of the Ninth Regiment would be made up of mostly men from

Watauga County, with 108 men from the county volunteering.  Most of the enlisted men

23 Ibid.

24 J. Carlyle Sitterson, 7lfee Sece§sj.a" A4love"e#/ z.# IVorffe Cc!ro/;.;ccr (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina

Press,1939), 239; William Howard Russell, A4y DJ.¢ry IVorJfo c}7!d Soe{ffo, ed. Fletcher Pratt (New York: Harper
Press,1954), 52. Quoted in Mcpherson, Ba#/e Cry a/Freec7om, 278.
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were in their late teens or early twenties.  The leadership of the company was slightly older,

both captains George Folk and John Blair were twenty-eight.  In Watauga only one company

enlisted in the first month of the war. Four were formed in Burke County during the same

period. This suggests that Confederate fervor was never as high in the mountains. The next

company from Watauga was formed on September 14,1861.  Company 8 of the Thirty-

Seventh Regiment was nicknamed the Watauga Marksmen.  The company consisted of

eighty-one men from Watauga County.  Most of the men were in their late teens and early

twenties.  Again, the leadership of the companies was older.  Captain Jonathan Horton was

fifty-five, Captain Jordan Cook was twenty-six, and Captain Andrew Critcher was twenty-

seven.  On September 18, 1861 Company E of the Thirty-Seventh Regiment was formed in

Watauga County.  The so-called Watauga Minute Men were made up of 104 soldiers from

watau8a county.25

In total, 293 men from Watauga County enlisted into the Confederate service.  This

was less than half the number of men that enlisted in Burke County. All of the companies had

a fair number of deserters.  Company D of the Ninth Regiment had four of its enlistees

desert, the lowest total of the three main Watauga companies. The Watauga Minute Men had

ten of its 104 Watauga County soldiers desert.  Still, those numbers pale in comparison to the

desertion rate of Company 8 of the Thirty-Seventh Regiment. The Watauga Marksmen had

twenty-four to desert from their company of an initial eighty-one.26  That is a desertion rate

of almost thirty percent.  Watauga's initial build-up for war was not as large as Burke

County's.  Additionally, the initial fervor that swept the county did not last like it did in
v-.-.-i,,i,a

-Jl)

2S Mzr[ia:fin aind lordar\, North Carolina Troops.

26 Ibid.
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Burke.  To better put it into perspective, desertion was so bad in Watauga County Companies

that private James Greer was executed.  Greer deserted the Watauga Marksmen.  He was

caught and came back to service.  He then deserted again almost immediately.  After the

second desertion, Greer was executed by being shot.27  Most of the desertion came during the

middle years of the war before it was clear that the Confederacy had little chance of winning.

Confederate sympathies in Watauga were only a shadow of their Burke County counterparts.

Troops routinely deserted and many could not be accounted for throughout the entire length

of the war. The high desertion rate suggests that in Watauga County people were much less

attached to the Confederacy.  In contrast, Burke County soldiers served the entire length of

the war illustrating a deep attachment to the Southern cause. The evidence suggests a more

superficial attachment in Watauga County.  Soldiers changed their loyalty as soon as

desertion was feasible.

Despite low desertion rates in Burke County, letters home from Burke County soldier

George Phifer Erwin suggest that a certain level of paranoia regarding deserters in the ranks

existed.  In a letter to his mother, Erwin recounted, "On yesterday, one of the most solemn

scenes I ever witnessed, `was a scene in the valley near our camp. Fourteen deserters were

shot at once in the presence of our whole division. They were, each one, tied to a stake, a

guard marched to within ten paces of the condemned prisoners, eight in front of each

prisoner.  The poor fellows were groaning terrible.  The word of command was given and the

guard fired.  Only eight were killed on the flrst volley, though the other six were badly or

mortally wounded.  The Doctors immediately, after the first volley, exaniined the men, and

those who were not instantly killed were again shot by the guard, who would step up within a

27 Ibid.
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few feet and fire.  It was soon over and they were consigned to ignominious graves."  The

measure seemed to be more preventative than a punishment, as Erwin continued, "The

impression created by thus summarily punishing men for this awful offense was profound

and I venture to say that the others of our Brigade will think better of it when a thought of

desertion comes to their heads."28  The letter suggests a paranoia regarding Unionism and

desertion amongst the ranks.  Service records indicate that almost the entirety of Burke

County soldiers served out their deployments, yet fourteen were executed in what appeared

to be an attempt to set an example.  Unfortunately, the incident does not appear in the service

records, and the exact residence of those executed cannot be ascertained.  However, some

Burke County soldiers were in the unit. Desertion was not prevalent in Burke County, but

paranoia that stemmed from the mountainous northern border was strong enough that

fourteen soldiers were executed as an example.

At least part of the desertion problem can be traced back to the lure of East Tennessee

for those with Unionist sentiments.  Martin Crawford described Union sentiment in East

Tennessee as the area where, "Unionism achieved its most militant expression during the

war; within the main body of the Confederacy, it was the only area where opposition took on

the character of a mass movement."29  The "mass movement" of unionists in East Tennessee

was only twenty miles from Boone, the county seat of watauga County. For Unionists or

disillusioned Confederates the outlet of East Tennessee could be accessed easily.  Almost

32,000 Union troops were from East Tennessee, thirty percent of all white Southerners who

joined the Union. However, due to the irregularity of units, and troops joining Federal lines

28 Letter from George Phifer Erwin to Mother, 1864, "Erwin Papers."

29 Crawford, "Dynamics," 59.
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randomly, that number could be as high as 40,000.30  These numbers are even more

impressive considering that, according to historian Jalnes Mcpherson, "the amy did not

occupy East Termessee until September 1863, more than halfway through the war, 30,000

white Termesseans fought for the North--more than from any other Confederate state."3[

Many of the deserters from Western North Carolina made their way across the border, often

through Watauga County.  According to Hardy, many from Western North Carolina crossed

the border and joined the Union Thirteenth Tennessee Cavalry or the Third North Carolina

Mounted Infantry.32  The high desertion rates coupled with the proximity to the border meant

that many in Watauga County did not have strong Confederate sentiments.

Warfare in both the counties canie in 1863 by the way of East Tennessee.

Confederates largely left East Tennessee in 1863.  The abandonment left Unionists in

Tennessee an opportunity to make their way into Watauga County. Limited skimishes and

run-ins with Union guerillas characterized the Civil War in much of Appalachia.  There were

no major battles or major bloodshed.  Nonetheless, the war had come to Watauga and to

Appalachia. Burke County's first taste of warfare also cane from Union guerillas.  However,

in 1864 a much larger operation from East Tennessee raided Camp Vance, a Confederate fort

just outside of Morganton.  A group of raiders led by Captain George Kirk got into the canip

under the guise of sunender.  Once inside they immediately laid waste to the camp.  By the

time the siege was over, the Unionists had captured 277 soldiers. They also pillaged the canip

taking all that they could from foodstuffs to pack animals.  Kirk faced some resistance from

30 Richard Current, I;.#co#/# 's fo}/cr/z.sfs (Boston: Northeatem University Press,1992), 215.

3] Mcpherson, Bcr#/e Ctry,  306.

32 Ha||dy, A Short History, 51, 66.
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the Home Guard, but he and his men were able to cross the mountains and make their way to

Knoxville with 132 prisoners.33  After the raid, Captain C.N. Allen wrote about what he had

found.  It was apparent that Kirk and his Unionist troops (most of which were from the NC

mountains) were both hated and feared, "Colonel Kirk commanding a detachment of the

Third Regiment No]th Carolina Mounted Infantry Volunteers, the same notorious tory and

traitor, vagabond and scoundrel, who organized those four companies of thieves and tories at

Bumsville, North Carolina."  Allen goes on to describe the aftermath of the camage, "the

incendiary's torch was stuck to every building except the hospital. . .there were 250 bushels

of com burned, about 6,500 pounds of forage, some 100 bushels of rye, and 50 of oats also

some 250 guns and accoutrements. . .1,500 rounds of ammunition. . .They burned all the office

books and papers and all papers and documents. . .They took 4 government mules and 4

Private horses.»34

The first signs of war in Burke and Watauga were nothing compared to what was

waiting on the horizon.  In 1864 General George Stoneman prepared a plan to "put down the

rebellion in East Tennessee and the Southwest Virginia area." The plan also called for the

destruction of industry in Virgina. Stoneman's plan also went as driving the enemy across the

mountains of North Carolina and into South Carolina. The plan was put on hold until January

of 1865.  He was ordered to put together a group of volunteers from North Carolina to

advance into the North Carolina and Tennessee backcountry to eliminate any and all rebels.35

Stoneman crossed into Watauga County on March 28, 1865.  On his way through the county

33 phifer, B#rfe, 325-326.

34 The War Of the Rjebellion: A Compilation Of the Official Rjecords Of the Union and Corifederate Armies (]0

vols. In 128; Washington, D.C.,1880-1901), Ser I, Vol 39, Pt 1, 236-237, hereinafter cited as Oj7icz.a/ RecorcJs.

35 Ina Woestemeyer Van Noppen, Sfo#emcr# 's fcrsr J2¢;.d (Boone NC: Privately Published,1961),19.
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he impressed property.  Stoneman's advance guard, the Twelfth Kentucky, made their way

into Boone later on the 28th.  As Stoneman's group approached they were fired on from a

house near the foot of Howard's Knob Mountain. Two men of Boone were killed in the

skirmish. A fifteen-year-old boy killed two of the soldiers in the advance guard.36 Those who

fired on the raiders were all killed or captured.  After the skirmish Stoneman took several

prisoners and sent them across the mountains back toward Union lines. Theodore Mallaby

Jr., US Chief Signal Officer District of East Tennessee, stated, "on the 28th, command moved

at 5 am; skirmished with enemy at Boone; charged and captured the entire force, and

encanped on top of Blue Ridge at llpm."37 Stoneman split his command in Boone leaving

Captain Kirk in charge. Stoneman continued his march south.38 The Federal troops would

remain in Watauga County for almost a month and would fight several minor skirmishes.

While stationed in Watauga the troops acted as raiders and took whatever foodstuffs or

property they wanted.39  General Alvan Gillem under Kirk's command ordered the jail in

Boone destroyed and all of the Watauga County records to be burned as well.  Colonel Kirk

would also inflict much damage on the personal property of the residents of Boone.40 The

tensions and hostilities of the competing loyalties are evident.  Much of the populace hated

Kirk and characterized his troops as thieves and raiders.  Kirk and his troops illustrated their

36 John Barrett, 77ze Cgivz./ Wr¢r z.# IVor/¢ Caro/;.#cr (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press,1965), 351.

37 ojorci.a/ Recorcds,  Series  1, Vol 49, Pt 1, 326.

38 |bid, 338.

39 Hardy, A Short History, S9-63.

40 Barrett. Civil War in North Carolina, 351-352.
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own tensions by the way they treated the populace.  The cruel reality of war and all of its

complexities had been realized in Watauga just months before hostilities would end.

Stoneman rejoined his forces at the next stop on his raid in Wilkesboro, Wilkes

County, North Carolina.  Kirk, however, would remain behind in Boone to occupy the town.

The soldiers burned a cotton mill and took com and bacon on their way to Wilkesboro.4[  On

arrival in Wilkesboro Stoneman's group drove out the Corfederates and took the supplies

they left behind.42  By April 9th the group went to Danbury, Virginia and turned south toward

Germanton.  Then the group moved back into North Carolina towards Salem to destroy its

factories.  Next, the raiders marched towards Greensboro to destroy key pieces of railroad

track.  By the 13th of April Stoneman moved in on Salisbury and captured it.43  Stoneman

also burned the prison at Salisbury, and with his mission complete he tuned toward Western

North Carolina.  He moved toward Statesville, then Lincolnton, Taylorsville, and Lenoir.  He

raided, burned, and destroyed track along the way.  By April 17th Stoneman was ready to

head back to East Tennessee through Blowing Rock and Boone, and subsequently through

Burke County as he ordered part of his command to proceed to Asheville.44

Burke County did not escape Stoneman's wrath.  Stoneman reached Burke County on

April 17,  1865.  Stoneman and his troops were met with minimal resistance and General

Gillem's brigade quickly dispersed the Burke Home Guard at the Catawba River crossing.

Barrett described the chaos as the marauders ransacked Morganton, "The homes of the

41 |bid, 352.

42 Qffcz.cr/ RecorcJs,  Ser 1, Vol 49, Pt 1, 331.

43 Bamett, Civil War in North Carolina, 352-357 .

44 Baimem, Civil War in North Carolina, 3S7 -362.
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village were entered, food taken, and barns ransacked. Plundering and pillaging were carried

out at the plantations of the Catawba River, John's RIver, Upper Creek, Muddy Creek and

Hunting Creek. . .The courthouse records at Morganton were piled up and burned or

otherwise destroyed. Camp followers and female Union sympathizers. . .participated in the

thievery and destruction."45  The soldiers even raided the outside of the town and dug in the

earth because the people had abandoned Morganton and buried most of their valuables.46

\   After leaving Burke County the raid turned toward MCDowell County. On the 25th the

group had arrived in Asheville.  After a truce troops returned and ransacked the town.47

General Martin described the scene as the worse he had seen.  He stated, "no one escaped it

entirely."48  This marked the end of Stoneman's Raid.  Stoneman's Raid directly influenced

the people of both Burke and Watauga.  Although small, both places hosted skirmishes along

the raid route. Many farms along the route in Burke and Watauga counties were danaged,

including those of Joseph Benfield, Holland Hodges, Reuben Farthing, and Ferlina Franklin.

Additionally, for almost the duration of the raid the soldiers were within a 100-mile radius of

Burke and Watauga as they meandered through Western North Carolina and Southwestern

Virginia.  Even when there were not battles raging the people of Burke and Watauga could

feel Stoneman's presence and hear about his exploits from neighboring towns.

Other than Kirk's Raid and skirmishes with bushwhackers, the bum of the fighting in

both Burke and Watauga Counties came from Stoneman's Raid.  In the years following the

45 phifer, B#rfe,  327.

46 Ba|mett, Civil War in North Carolina, 362.

47 |bid, 364.

48 Official Records, Set 1, Vol 49, Pt 1, 32-33. Quoted .in BaITett, Civil War in North Carolina, 364.
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war forty-two disallowed claims were filed in Burke and Watauga Counties.  All of these

clains stemmed from property commandeered by Stoneman or one of his subordinates.49 The

Second and Third North Carolina Mounted Infuitry needed horses, equipment, and food.

They found their provisions with the people of Burke and Watauga Counties.  The raiders

took what they needed to carry out their mission.  The complexity of the Civil War had

greeted those of Burke and Watauga both in battle and in the complex relationship of

competing loyalties.  Despite the complexity of the situation, several defining factors remain

despite the scattershot nature of Unionism in the area.

49 Disallowed claims from Burke and Watauga Counties North Carolina, Records of the Southern Claims

Commission,1871-1880, Disallowed Claims, Records of the United States House of Representatives, Record
Group 233.

Chapter 2: Burke and Watauga's Unionists
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In 1871 Congress created the Southern Claims Commission (SCC) to examine

loyalties in the Confederate states and award money if the commissioners determined that

Union forces had damaged a loyal citizen's property.  The process was quite stringent. Any

perceived slight to the Union or support for the Confederacy usually resulted in a claim being

rejected. Nonetheless, there are ninety-one claims from Burke and its neighboring counties in

Western North Carolina. 1  Forty-two of these documents come directly from Burke and
)

Watauga Counties.2  Accompanying the claims are affidavits and testimonies about the

claimant's loyalties.  The claims also provide the monetary anount claimants were seeking

and a verdict on the legitimacy of a claim.   Even successful claims rarely received the full

amount sought.

There are three types of claims: allowed, disallowed, and barred. Allowed claims

mean that the claimant was awarded some type of monetary compensation by the Federal

Government.  A three-man commission found that the claimant was a supporter of the Union

and that his or her property was damaged or seized by the Union Army.  In contrast, claims

\ Gory 8. Mii+ls, Southern Layalists in the Civil War.. The Southern Claims Commission (BaLhirmore..

Genealogical Publishing Company,1994).  Mills provides the historian with an invaluable tool, an index of all
of the Southern Claims Commission documents.  The index is arranged alphabetically and lists all of the
information necessary to find individual claims through the National Archives.

2 Ibid.
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were disallowed for a variety of reasons. In disallowed cases the clainant would not receive

any compensation from the government and would have to appeal to the United States Court

of Claims to push the matter any further.  Barred claims were never evaluated due to

problems with paper work or not meeting deadlines associated with the claim.3

The clains give an inside look at those who considered themselves Unionists in the

middle of the Confederacy.  Many of those who filed claims did not donate their personal

papers to libraries or collections.  Instead, the claims are the only source of information as to

their loyalty.  From these claims a working definition of what it was to be a Unionist in

Burke and Watauga Counties can be discerned. Defining characteristics were age, profession,

geographic residence, relative property value, and reputation within the community.

One such person that did not leave behind a collection of papers was Joseph Benfleld

of Burke County.  Benfield was a fairly representative example of a Burke County Unionist.

Benfield was a self-described farmer, and he was sixty-six years old in 1874 when he filed

his claim (52 in 1865). Like many of his contemporaries, his claim against the United States

was quite small.  The claimant asked for $150 from the government to replace a mare.  M.

Benfield claimed Colonel Brown took the mare under the command of General George

Stoneman during his raid into Western North Carolina in March and April of 1865.

3 Unfortunately, for the purposes of this study the ten Approved Claims of Burke and Watauga County were not

available.  The Approved Claims of North Carolina are currently being microfilmed by the National Archives,
and are in the process of being moved from the College Park Archives to the Archives in downtown
Washington D.C.  The timetable for microfilming is indefinite.For more on the operations of the SCC see Frank
W. Klingberg, 77Ze So"ffeer# C/cr!.ms C'o""issz.o# (Berkeley: University of California Press,1955).
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Benfield owned 300 acres of land, but only 76 acres of his property had been improved for

I:ndng.4

Benfield used a bevy of witnesses to prove his loyalty and that his property was

seized by the Union army.  Witnesses included Jon Beach, Wandell Benfield, Elener

Benfield, Mary Beach, WB Loudermilk, and William Winters. The names would come up

time and time again in the claims of other Burke County citizens.  According to Mr.

Benfield's own testimony, "I fed Union men that were keeping out of the rebel army and

some Union Soldiers who had escaped from prison at Charlotte NC."5  William Winters also

provided strong testimony on the behalf of Benfield, "I know that when the Union forces

were coming into this country the claimant refused letting the rebels have his guns to fight

against the Union forces and he refused to go himself to fight for the rebels. Some of the

rebel offlcers threatened to anest the claimant on account of his Union sentiments."6

Despite the testimonies, the commissioners still had reason to question the claimant's

loyalty.  Most of the commissioners' concern centered on Benfield's sons.  In his final

remarks the commissioner addressed the issue, "If this claimant was in sympathy with the

Union cause and remained loyal to the Federal Goverrment during the war he was certainly

an exception to most of his kindred including eight sons who were in the Confederate Army

it is not necessary however to decide the question of loyalty, the proof fails to show that the

4 Testimony of claimant Joseph Benfield, Claim 1437, Burke County, North Carolina, Records of the Southern

Claims Commission,1871-1880, Disallowed and Barred Claims, Records of the United States House of
Representatives, Record Group 233, National Archives, Washington D.C.; hereinafter cited as RG 233.

5 Ibid.

6 Ibid.
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mare was taken for the use of the Union Army. . .this claim is disallowed." 7  Joseph

Benfield's eight sons were enlisted in the Confederate Army.  This was one of the many red

flags that could deny a claim.  Even if the person had a reputation of being a Unionist,

kinship ties would condemn the claim to disallowed status. It is difflcult to fathom that

Benfleld was an ardent supporter of the Union but could not even convince one of his sons to

support the Union.  This marks one problem with the claims; the decade following the Civil

War was one of economic unrest.  Citizens may have filed claims just to get some form of

monetary compensation even if they had no real issue with the government.  Despite the

apparent flaw in Benfield's claim, the commissioners still suggest, "this claimant' s general

and public reputation as to loyalty during the war seems to have been very good."8  The

commissioner stated that the testimonies were good, but that the evidence as to actual

property danage was minimal. Officially, the claim was not denied because the claimant had

eight sons that served the Confederacy; it was disallowed because there was not enough

evidence that someone from the Union actually confiscated the horse. The claim of Mr.

Benfield illustrated that it was very difficult to get a clain approved by the commissioners;

of course having eight sons in the Confederate Army did not help matters. The claim also

illustrates that even those with solid testimonies and witnesses were still subject to the

opinions of the commissioners as to loyalty.  The commissioners had many ways to disallow

the claims. They could look at loyalty or at evidence about the seized property, and they still

had the discretion to disallow the claim if any number of red flags, one of which was family

in the Confederacy, were brought to their attention.
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Some embellished claims were even easier to spot.  Consider the claim of David

Lewis. Lewis was a forty-three year old (in 1860) farmer from Watauga County.9   He

claimed that the United States Army took his property and that he had remained loyal

throughout the war.  He claimed that General Stoneman took 100 lbs of bacon, 20 lbs of lard,

100 lbs of flour, 5 bushels of com, and one horse.  The total amount of his claim was

$216.25. ]° Lewis provided several witnesses, but there is a document that shows Lewis had

worked for the Confederacy as a messenger and had been compensated accordingly.I 1  Much

like having excessive family in the CSA, receiving any monetary support from the

Confederacy was also a huge red flag to the commissioners. It is possible that Lewis had

Unionist sympathies at some point during the war, but it is hard to refute a receipt showing

he received $229 as a Confederate messenger in Raleigh.

Kinship relationships brought raised suspicions for many others filing claims in

Burke and Watauga Counties as well.  In Burke County, forty-eight year old farmer John

Copeland could not escape the loyalties of his offspring either.  Copeland claimed a mule

valued at $125 was taken from him by a Union officer.12  Copeland had two sons who were

both in the Confederate Army.  This kinship bond led the commissioners to believe that

9 United States Census Bureau, 1860 Federal Census, Population Schedule, Watauga County, North Carolina,
" 1860 United States Federal Census," ,4#cestry I;.brcny,

http://search.ancestrylibrary.com/iexec/?htx=List&dbid=7667&offerid=0%3a785 8%3ao (accessed June 10,
2009).

]° Claim of David Lewis, Clain 10385, Watauga County, North Carolina, RG 233.

II Ibid.

`2 Age and Profession from: United States Census Bureau,  1860 Federal Census, Population Schedule, Burke

County, North Carolina, " 1860 United States Federal Census," ,4#cestry I;.brcvy,
http://search.ancestrylibrary.com/iexec/?htx=List&dbid=7667&offerid=0%3a785 8%3ao (accessed June 10,
2009). Claim data from, Claim of John Copeland, Claim 3485, Burke County, North Carolina, RG 233.
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Copeland was in the Confederate Army in some sort of capacity.  They would not believe

that a man would just stay with his sons if they had differing opinions on the war.  The

commissioners stated, "He had two sons in the Confederacy. He visited them in the early

years of the war, stayed with them seven months and received rations. . . It is evident he was

in the confederate military service in some capacity."[3  The commissioners did not consider

the complex web of loyalties during the war. It is possible that Copeland could have

remained loyal to his sons and at the same time eschewed an ideology that he personally did

not believe in.  Instead, the commissioners only considered the facts at face value; he had

sons in the Confederacy.  That was enough to condemn Copeland, even though the visit with

his sons occuned early in the war when wartime fervor was at an all time high.

Kinship bonds were also a cause of concern in Watauga County.  Reuben Farthing

had two brothers in the Confederacy. Farthing provided his poor brother a blanket. This

immediately got the attention of the commissioners and roused suspicion as to the loyalty of

Farthing, despite a large amount of testimony to the contrary. In the claim, Farthing stated

that he even went as far as providing money, clothes, and food for men looking to cross over

from Confederate lines to the Union. The commissioners refused to consider the multifaceted

nature of the war itself.  The commissioners did not take into account that Farthing may have

not wanted his brother to be cold; instead the commissioners saw the act as an act of betrayal

againsttheUnionratherthanasanactofkindnesstoasibling.14

Farthing' s claim is interesting in that he admitted to being for the Confederacy at the

outbreak of war, "At the beginning of the rebellion probably for about 12 months, I was

13  Ibid.

]4 Claim of Reuben Farthing, Claim  18382, Watauga County, North Carolina, RG 233.
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influenced by false speaking, sympathized with the cause of the rebellion."  This admission

would be enough for the commissioners to disallow the claim.  Despite being in favor of the

rebellion at the beginning of the war, Farthing quickly changed his mind, "I leaned that such

speaking was false and continually from that day, I sympathized with the Union cause."  At

first, it appears as if Farthing simply flip-flopped his allegiance so he could file a claim and

try and get money from the government.  However, the evidence suggests otherwise.

Farthing had testimony from others in the community. Abraham Younce, Henry Grogan, and

Stephen Williams all agreed that Farthing was a Union supporter.  The claimant even went

on to state, "I don't recollect of voting after the convention was called to carry my state out

of the Union I voted against the conventions but not in any way on the ratification of the

ordinances of secession."  The claimant seems to have been a bit confused at the beginning

of the war.  Before Lincoln's call for troops Farthing did not support disbanding the Union.

Shortly thereafter he admitted to being in favor of the Confederacy at the beginning of the

war. Farthing's confusion illustrates the complexity of loyalty and how he was both

Confederate and Unionist at different tines of the conflict. The claim also brings light to the

fact that the commissioners had little wiggle room when making their decisions.  They did

not take into effect the internal struggle within Farthing' s mind; instead they only noted the

fact that at one point during the war, he did not support the Union. t5

Farthing had ample support about his Unionist leanings after his initial flirtation with

the Confederacy.  When asked questions about his support of the Confederate States of

America, Farthing responded, "I don't think that I ever took any oath or affimiation to bear

allegiance to the so called confederate states or to aid or support them in any way or to bear

15 Ibid.
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their faith or yield obedience to them."  Unlike many who just spoke of their loyalty,

Farthing also acted on his Unionism by assisting those seeking to enlist with the Union and

those resisting the Confederacy.  Farthing stated, "I furnished money (silver) and clothing

and provisions to Union men to enable them to go through the lines to the Union army.  I fed

Union men and kept them at times and carried provisions to them of a night, these were men

who were trying to keep out of the rebel army."  Despite his claims of giving United States

troops money, clothing, and food, the claim was still disallowed. This only further illustrates

the complexity of the Civil War in Appalachia.  Farthing supported the Confederacy for the

first part of the war and then completely changed his mind on the situation.  He even went as

far as actively helping the Union cause.

Farthing was not the only one claiming that he was a Unionist.  Several other

testimonies affirm this fact.  Watauga Unionist Abraham Younce testified, "I was an

adherent to the Union cause and the Claimant so regarded me. I think from the claimants

actions I knew his sympathies and opinions to be in favor of the Union Cause.  He conversed

with me about the war and its causes alone. I knew his public reputation as to loyalty to be

good and it was so regarded by his loyal neighbors.  The claimant contributed some

provisions to me when I was about starting to the Union army." Watauga Unionist Henry

Grogan testified, `1he claimant contributed some guns in aid of the Union Army." Even with

the powerful claims as to Farthing's loyalty from both himself and other prominent Unionists

in the county, the claim was disallowed.  In the special comments section of the claim the

commissioner in charge of the case stated, "He willfully admits that he sympathized with the

rebellion for the first year, loyalty is not proved and the claim is rejected."[6  Farthing's
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Unionist actions and testimonies counted for naught.  This illustrates the tough guidelines

that the commissioners had to follow.  If there was any hint that an individual supported the

Confederate States of America, the claim would have been disallowed.

Family connections to the Confederacy also jeopardized one's proof of loyalty.

Biddie Franklin's claim was rejected in part because members of her family had ties to the

Confederacy. 17 Franklin's husband had supported the Corfederacy. [8  William Gragg was

also tied to the Confederacy by his kinship bonds.  He had sous in the Confederate Army and

admitted that at one point during the war he sent them money.19  Adam Hix of Watauga

County also had familial ties to the Confederacy that hindered his claim's chance of success,

though both of his brothers and his father were considered to be Union men.20  Louisa

Hodges's husband held a position with the Home Guard for a short time and her claim was

also disallowed.  She also had cousins who had joined the Confederacy.21 Elizabeth Powers

of Watauga County had two sons in the Confederate Army.  Her offspring hurt her chance of

proving her loyalty to the Union during the war.22 This also demonstrates the complex nature

of loyalties during the war.  A son may have been a member of the Confederacy, while his

father supported the Union, and their extended family was tom in both directions.  Loyalties

were split in families, neighborhoods, and counties.  In this way, Burke and Watauga become

16 Ibid.

L7 Claim of Biddie Franklin, Claim 3493, Burke County, North Carolina, RG 233.

[8 Claim of Ferlina Franklin, Claim 3292, Burke County, North Carolina, RG 233.

[9 Claim of william Gragg, Claim 20075, Watauga County, North Carolina, RG 233.

20 Claim of Adam Hix, Claim  10398, Watauga County, North Carolina, RG 233.

2] Claim of Louisa Hodges, Claim 10388, Watauga County, North Carolina, RG 233. and

22 Claim of Elizabeth Powers, Claim 1845, Watauga County, North Carolina, RG 233.
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a microcosm of the whole of Appalachia. Loyalties were split throughout the region,

especially in the border states.  John Shaffer argued, "Neighbors who had lived together for

decades suddenly found themselves enemies.  Friendships were tom and families divided.

Brother quite literally fought brother."23  Even though Shaffer wrote speciflcally about West

Virginia, parallels can be seen in Burke and Watauga Counties as well.

Although commissioners often tried to define those who considered themselves

Unionist by their faniilial connections, the people themselves relied more on reputation as a

definitive feature. What truly held this group together and defined them were their loyalties

and a Union reputation.  Burke and Watauga citizens relied on reputation in the community,

not family ties.  In the cases of the SCC in Burke and Watauga, statements like those made

by John Floyd were more the nile rather than the exception.  Floyd stated that he "thought it

was wrong for the South to secede that the old Union was the best." In the testimony as to his

loyalty E. Shull commented, "I knew his public reputation as to loyalty that it was that of a

Union man and was so regarded by his loyal neighbors."24  Statements like these are found in

abundance in the claims of Burke and Watauga Counties.  Perhaps Floyd and others like him

did not fight in the Union Army, but in their own minds they were Unionist and their

reputations proved it.  However, these statements were not good enough for the

commissioners.  In the case of John Floyd, his sister-in-law was his main witness, and

because of the familial connection the claim was disallowed.25

23 John Shaffero C/¢sfe a/£o}Jcr/fz.es (Morgantown: University of West Virginia Press, 2003),  14. For more on the

border states and competing loyalties also see Briar MCKnight, Co#/es/ed Borc7er/cr#c7 (University Press of
Kentucky, 2006).

24 Claim of John Floyd, Claim 18383, Watauga County, North Carolina, RG 233.

25 Ibid.
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Also consider testimony for Ferlina Franklin.  In the testimony, none of those

testifying could come up with anything that she ever did that would make her disloyal to the

government of the United States of America.26 The same thing was tne of the David Norris's

claim.  His supporters claimed that he was called a "Union Man" even by the rebels.

According to his own testimony, "I was glad to hear of the surrender of the Rebel Army."

Additionally, there are several instances in the record where those giving testimony would

say something to the effect of "I just knew he was a Union Man."27 The claim was still

disallowed.

Many could not just take off and fight for the Union Army.  More than likely the

Confederate States of America would have seized all of their property.  If claimants were

married they would have to leave their family behind to face an uncertain future.  To cross

into Union lines citizens of Burke or Watauga County would have had to risk it all.  They

would have to leave their faniily, and then their property would have been confiscated. Many

could not face this reality.  In addition, the war seemed far away for most of those living in

Burke and Watauga. There were skirmishes and small battles, especially near the end of the

war, but for the most part the home front was quiet. The fighting that did occur was mostly

categorized by raids and not organized conflict.  George Phifer Erwin, a Confederate soldier

from Burke County, described the violence typical of the county in a letter home: "Yesterday

moming the newspapers brought the unexpected and distressing intelligence that a party of

raiding Tories was in possession of your and my home, that the bank had been robbed and

26 Claim of Ferlina Franklin, Claim 3492, Burke County, Nolth Carolina, RG 233.

27 Claim of David Norris, Claim 10410, Watauga County, North Carolina, RG 233.
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that a train of cars had been burned."28  Most of the heavy fighting in the war was toward the

east in North Carolina, and especially to the north in Virginia.  It would have been extremely

hard to take a stand whenever there was not really anything to take a stand against on the

home front. Many in the region were not initiated in the war until a month before the war was

to end. All of the claims in the region come from March and April of 1865 when Stoneman

made his raid into Northwestern North Carolina.29 This is why reputation was so essential to

defining Unionism; many of those filing claims never served in any military capacity.

David Wilson was in the same situation as Norris and many others.  According to

testimonies in his claim, he could not leave his family to join the Union because they would

have been left unprotected. There were several testimonies full of people saying they knew

he was a Union man.30 There were no instances in which he actually fought against the

Confederacy. Therefore, he could not have been completely loyal to the Confederates in the

eyes of the commissioner.  Common sense would dictate that Wilson and his Unionist

brethren would not go around attacking Confederates openly in the region.  Despite the fact

that Unionists in the region were more prevalent than other studies give credit, they still

would have been far outnumbered.  Even if they would not have been outnumbered where

they lived, they were still deep inside Confederate lines.

The case of Abrahani Winker is the best exaniple of how Unionists were defined by

reputation. In his testimony he argued that he could not have joined the Union Army because

he had eight children, and without him they would have been left unprotected and probably

28 George Phifer Erwin to Sister, July I, 1864, folder 259 "George Phifer Erwin Papers," Southern Historical

Collection, Chapel Hill, North Carolina.

29 Disallowed and Barred Claims of Burke and Watauga Counties, RG 233.

30 Claim of David Wilson, Claim 1803, Burke County, North Carolina, RG 233.
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would have starved to death.  Fear of what would happen to the faniily was a common

sentiment among those in the area.  Despite not being able to join the Union Army, Winkler

still considered himself a Unionist, "I was in sympathy with the Union cause. Voted against

secession; and after the state seceded I was still a Union man and remained so during the

entire war."  According to one testimony, "I do not remember his language but I know that

his conversation was always in opposition to the war and rebellion."  Again this is the type of

loyalty that bound Unionists in the area.  Loyalty was determined as much by reputation and

conversation as it was by direct action. Furthermore, it was dangerous for Unionists to

converse openly about their loyalties, "We generally talked alone as it was dangerous."3'

John lnscoe and Gordon MCKinney remarked, "The jailer in Morganton was an ardent

Unionist who as a jailor and a poor man . . .had to be very quiet and prudent. . .Two Union

officers placed in the Burke County jail testified to his great kindness to them."32  Often, if

someone was suspected of having Unionist sentiments they would be conscripted for the

home guard as a form of punishment for their views.  David Norris was ordered to go into the

home guard, but according to his testimony he never went.  Reuben Farthing and Holland

Hodges were both forced into the home guard and both maintained their loyalties.33  This

would have also kept someone from being flamboyant about his or her loyalty.

Although most Unionists in the region did not take direct action against the

Confederate States of America, a few earned their reputations through action.  Joseph

3' Claim of Abraham Winkler, Claim 9563, Burke County, North Carolina, RG 233.

32 Inscoe a.nd Mcktimney, Heart Of conif ederate Appalachia, \0\ .

33 Claim of Reuben Farthing, Claim 18382, Watauga County, North Carolina, RG 233. Claim of David Norris,

Clain 10410, Watauga County, North Carolina, RG 233. Claim of Holland Hodges, Claim  10411, Watauga
County, North Carolina, RG 233.
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Benfield fed those who resisted going into the Confederacy and refused the use of his

weaponry for the Confederate cause.  He also helped escaped Union prisoners from

Charlotte. Reuben Farthing contributed guns to the Union Army and money to those trying to

get to Union lines. Adam Hix went as far as giving away Confederate positions to Unionists

in the area. Finally, Abrchani Winkler fed six escaped prisoners from Salisbury.34  Direct

action against the Confederacy as a defining feature of Unionism in Burke and Watauga was

the exception and not the rule.  Out of all the claims from the counties, only these few

instances stand out where a claimant took direct action against the CSA.  The small

percentage of direct action was indicative of the dangers inherent with acting against the

Confederacy.  This is also why most of the Unionists had to rely mainly on reputation to

define themselves.  Inscoe and MCKinney argued that supporters of the Confederacy often

surounded Unionists and they would have to keep silent about their loyalties except to each

Other.35

Reputations were not the only definitive feature of Unionists of Burke and Watauga

Counties. Many of the Unionists in Burke and Watauga were older and their children were

supporters of the Confederacy.  This phenomenon is not altogether uncommon.  Peter

Carmichael acknowledged the phenomenon in 7lJ!e fcrs/ Ge#ercrfJ.oj7 : "Young Virginians

embraced secession against the wishes of their Unionist elders, but historians of the secession

crisis have generally overlooked the role of young people in promoting the disunionist

34 Claim of Joseph Benfield, Claim 1437, Burke County, North Carolina, RG 233. Claim of Reuben Farthing,

Claim 18382, Watauga County, North Carolina, RG 233. Claim of Adani Hix, Claim 10398, Watauga County,
North Carolina, RG 233. Claim of Abraham Winkler, Claim 9563, Burke County, North Carolina, RG 233.

35I"sc;oeari!dM!cKjmrNey,HeartOfCorfederateAppalachia,95.
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cause."36  Things were not much different in the Appalachian Counties of watauga and

Burke.  Take for example the claim flled by Joseph Benfield.  Benfield was fifty-two when

his claim was filed.  Eight of his sons were in their twenties and hadjoined the

Confederacy.37

0f the 33 values found for the claimants, the ages range from the youngest at nineteen

years of age to the oldest at sixty-five years of age in 1860. The average age of a Unionist in

Burke and Watauga Counties was 42.96 years of age.  Despite the few exceptions, it is

obvious that the Unionists of the counties were of an older generation.  Furthermore, many of

the Unionists had children who were allied with the Confederacy.  One such exanple is

David Norris.  Norris was 36 in 1860 and supported the Union.  His son, however, was in the

Corfederacy.38  In fact, many of those with disallowed claims had children who served in the

Confederacy.  There is not one claim in which a child is mentioned as having been a

Unionist, or having served in the Union Amy.  However, this should not come as too big of

a surprise.  Generally, Union lines were far away and hard to get to.  Nonetheless, it

illustrates how the average age of a Unionist in Burke and Watauga Counties was older than

those who rushed to join the Confederacy, and many of the younger generation were the

offspring of Unionists.

36 Peter Ca,:rmiehae\, The Last Generation.. Young Virginians in Peace, War, and Reunion (Chapel H311.. "e

University of North Carolina Press, 2005), 8.

37 United States Census Bureau,1860 Federal Census, Population Schedule, Burke County, North Carolina,
" 1860 United States Federal Census," ,4#cestry I,I.brory,

http://search.ancestrylibrary.com/iexec/?htx=List&dbid=7667&offerid=0%3a7858%3ao (accessed June 10,
2009).

38 Claim of David Norris, Claim 10410, Burke County, North Carolina, RG 233. The exact age of Norris's son

could not be determined with certainty. Norris is absent from the 1860 census and his son is absent from the
1870 census.
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The large difference in age between the supporters of the Confederacy and Union can

be at least partially explained by the fact that the older generation was not far removed from

the Revolution.39 The older generation was entrenched in the Union; it was something they

truly believed in. Plus they were older and had time to make their mark in life. The younger

generation was not so entrenched; to them the Revolution would not have been so important.

Instead, they were searching for a way to make their own mark.  In 4// 77!cr/ A4¢4es cJ A4crje,

Stephen Berry explores the anbition of soldiers during the war, "Their prewar professions

had demanded discipline and patience and offered only sluggish prospects for advancement.

The war, by contrast, demanded only an assent (I will join) and offered the possibility of a

meteoric rise to distinction."40  The younger generation wanted to leave their mark on society

and viewed the Civil War as an outlet for so doing.  Not only could they leave their mark,

there were also prospects, however dim, that they could rise through the ranks and attain

status not afforded to those who sat on the sidelines or supported the status quo.  This type of

ambition partially explains why so many sons went against their own fathers and the age gap

that was subsequently created between loyalist and Confederate.

Claimants generally claimed similar property as well. The most common item that

was claimed in the SCC cases was a mare.  Claims like that of Holland Hodges were not

uncomlnon.  Hodges claimed $375 of property had been taken including a $ 175 roan mare

and $200 for a bay stud.41  Others like Soloman Presnell claimed items like a horse mule, a

bridle, and a saddle. Others claimed foodstuffs. Elizabeth Powers claimed 150 bushels of

39 Phi||ip Pa|udan,  y;.c/i."s (Knoxville: University of Tennessee Press,1981), 60.

40 StephonBe:Fry, All That Makes a Man: Love and Ambition in the Civil War South Q`ow York.. Oxsord

University Press, 2003),171.

4[ Claim of Holland Hodges, Clain 10411, Watauga County, North Carolina, RG 233.
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com,10 lbs of flour, and 100 lbs of bacon, along with 2 mules, a cow, and 14 hogs. J.J.

Whittington even claimed two wagons.42  Actual claim size varied greatly.  The smallest

claim was $100 while the largest claim was $1,553.  The average claim was $322 dollars

with the majority of the claims around $150.  Despite some variances in claim sizes, the vast

majority were under $200 and indicative of the fact that most of those filing claims were of

the sanle socioeconomic bracket.  The claim values also illustrated that the majority of those

filing claims were poor.  The claimants did not own very much personal property, therefore

not much could be confiscated.  The more a claimant owned the more the Union army took;

see the exaniple of J.J. Whittington who was anong the wealthiest men in the county who

also had the largest clain.

Another unique feature of Burke and Watauga's Unionists was that many of them

were women.  In fact, about seventeen percent of those who filed claims in Burke and

Watauga Counties were women.43  All of these women had one thing in common, trouble

getting a claim approved.  In all of the claims involving women one of the first notes in the

claim was that the claimant was a woman.  Before anything else was evaluated and before

the commissioners made their special remarks it was always mentioned that the claimant was

a woman.  In the claims of the many males a commissioner never once noted the sex of the

claimant before making his decision.  The women were written off from the beginning.  Only

one of the womens' claims was approved for the two counties. In the claim of Sally Councill,

the entirety of the claim was aimed at her husband and his loyalty, not the loyalty of the

42 Claim of soloman Presnell, Claim 10383, Watauga County, North Carolina, RG 233. Claim of Elizabeth

Powers, Claim 1845, Watauga County, North Carolina, RG 233. Claim of J.J. Whittington, Claim 10395,
Watauga County, North Carolina, RG 233.

43 Disallowed and Barred Claims, Burke and Watauga Counties, North Carolina, RG 233.
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actual claimant.  Councill's husband held office and had to take an oath to the Confederacy.

Councill maintained that she never had any ties to the Confederacy.  Also working against

Councill was the fact that she was a widow, as her husband died before the claim was filed.44

The commissioners assumed that if a man was in the Confederacy, his wife must have been,

too.  Unlike Benfield and other claimants, Councill did not have a long list of relatives in the

Confederacy.  Councill only had her husband who never actually served in the military. The

assumption that wives held the same sentinents as their husbands is just not accurate.

Scholars John Inscoe and Gordon Mckinney wrote, "Husbands and wives sometimes found

themselves on either side of the issue as well." Inscoe then described an odd situation in

which a woman was vehemently Confederate, while unbeknownst to her, her husband was a

Unionist.45  Women did not necessarily follow the lead of their spouses, yet the

commissioners often assumed that was the case.  Sally Councill was not alone.  Both Biddie

and Ferlina Franklin were widowed women and their claims were also disallowed.46  This

reveals that women were often Unionists and had opinions in opposition to those of their

husbands but society often ignored them.

Another unique feature of Unionists in Burke and Watauga Counties was where they

lived.  The pattern is especially apparent in Burke County.  Almost all of the Unionists that

filed claims under the SCC were concentrated in the Upper Creek Township.  Upper Creek

was one of the northernmost districts in the county and was closer to the mountains. The

others lived in the district immediately south of upper Creek, Lower Creek.  Two claimants

44 Claim of Sally Councill, Clain 10384, Watauga County, North Carolina, RG 233.

4STn:seoearndMctfjlrmey,HeartOfCorfederateAppalachia,96.

46 Claim of Biddie Franklin, Claim 3493, Burke County, North Carolina, RG 233. Claim of Ferlina Franklin,

Claim 3492, Burke County, North Carolina, RG 233.
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were from Morganton and one was from Icard. Morganton marked the center of the county

and the beginning of the transition zone to the more mountainous part of the county.

Morganton was also the population center of the county and the county seat. Many of the

Unionists were from areas north of Morganton in the more mountainous part of the county.

Furthermore, Stoneman went through Morganton and raided the town, yet there were only

three claims filed from that area. The information suggests that claims were not just filed

wherever Stoneman went. There was definitely a correlation between altitude and attitude in

the county.  The higher one goes into the geography the more concentrated claimants are.  In

addition to those filing claims, some of those used for supportive testimony also hailed from

the northern parts of the county.  For example, in the claim of Joseph Benfield, W.

Loudermilk provided testimony on Benfield's behalf.47  Loudermilk was from Upper Creek

Township.48  There was a core group of unionists in the highlands of Burke County. The

letters of several Burke County soldiers also affirm this fact.  Letters from I.E. Avery suggest

that many deserters and Unionists from the county "secreted" themselves in the mountains.

George Erwin's letters also suggest a sense of paranoia as he worried about raids sweeping in

from the mountains.  He also described Unionists of the county as being "rascally fellows"

from the mountains.49  Even I.M. Kirby of the 101st Ohio Infantry reported, "I found quite a

number of Union families in the mountains of North Carolina, who manifested great joy at

47 Claim of Joesph Benfield, RG 233.

48 United States Census Bureau,  1870 Federal Census, Population Schedule, Burke County, North Carolina,
" 1870 United States Federal Census," ,4#cestry; I,J.brcny,

http://search.ancestrylibrary.com/iexec/?htx=List&dbid=7163&offerid=0%3a7858%3ao (accessed June 10,
2009).

49 Letter from George Phifer Erwin to Sister and Mother. October 1863 and July 1864. "Erwin Papers" and

Avery to Col. Robert 8. Vance, November 7, 1862, folder 26, "Avery Family of NC Papers," Southern
Historical Collection, Chapel Hill, North Carolina.
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the sight of the old flag."50 This further illustrates how attitudes in Burke County were related

to altitude, as most of the Unionists in the county were from the mountains.

The pattern in Watauga County was more scattershot.  For the most part, claimants

were centered around Boone Township and Blue RIdge Township.  However, claimants were

also spread throughout the county in places like Cove Creek near the Tennessee border.51

f This creates a nice comparison between Burke and Watauga Counties.  In Burke County

Unionists seemed to migrate from the population center of Morganton to the more remote

portions of the county. Stoneman went through Morganton yet almost no claims were filed

there. In Watauga County many of the claimants came from the county seat and population

center of Boone. The entire county was Appalachian in nature and was like the northern part

of Burke County.  This helps to illustrate how altitude was related to attitude, with those in

Burke County migrating towards the mountains.  In Watauga County claimants were already

in the mountains and did not have to concentrate in one area.  Evidence also suggests that

there may have been even more Unionists living in the mountains of Watauga County and

just across the border in Termessee.  Commenting on the lack of people in Boone, John

Horton, a forty-four year old farmer in Watauga County stated, "the village had once been

inhabited by Union-loving people, who, not liking the Jeff Davis rule, had stampeded for

Tennessee."52 Unionism was more widespread in the more mountainous regions due to the

fact that there was little in the secluded parts of Burke and Watauga tying the county to the

50 Ojffcj.a/ jtecords,Ser I, Vol 49, Pt I,132-33.

5] United States Census Bureau,1870 Federal Census, Population Schedule, Watauga County, North Carolina,
" 1870 United States Federal Census," j4#cesrty; £z.brcvy,

http://search.ancestrylibrary.com/iexec/?htx=List&dbid=7163&offerid=0%3a7858%3ao (accessed June 10,
2009).

52 Approved Claim of John Horton quoted in Inscoe and MCKinney, Hear/ a/Co#/edema/e 4zapa/OCAJ.a, 94.
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Confederacy.  Morganton had railroads that connected it with other more industrious

Piedmont cities, while the northernmost part of the county had no such junctions.  In

Watauga the railroad ran in a more north-south orientation connecting the region to other

parts of Appalachia and not the Piedmont.53  Another reason for the altitude-attitude

relationship was space.  The isolated nature of remote mountainous territory led many to feel

disjointed from the Confederacy.  Inscoe and MCKinney also addressed the geographical

implications regarding Unionism, "Unionists there were more likely to be situated in more

remote valleys or along ridges."54  Those in the mountains were physically isolated and were

mostly detached from industry, a perfect storm for discontent.

Claimants from Burke and Watauga Counties were also similar in what profession

they chose.  Claimants in the counties were almost entirely farmers.  In the SCC cases the

male claimants all said their profession was faming.  This should come as no surprise as

most of the claimants came from rather rural places.  Even the county seats of Morganton

and Boone were much more rural than urban.  Furthermore, there were few skilled workers

in the counties, and regardless of loyalties most people in the county would have claimed

themselves as a farmer.55 The term "farmer" can be misleading, however.  Clark Avery,

captain of the lst North Carolina Regiment Company G, was listed as being a farmer.  He

could not have been more different from most of the Burke farmers; he owned over thirty

slaves and had one of the largest estates in the county. Several of the more prominent

Confederates in the area were not farmers at all.  Jonathan Horton, captain of the Watauga

53 John Alexander Willians, 4zpo/clcftz.cr.. ,4 fJz.sfory (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2002),

150-153. For more detail see chapter 3 of the thesis.

54TuscoeandMCKi"ey9HeartOfConif;ederateAppalachia,95.

55 Disallowed Claims, Burke and Watauga Counties, North Carolina, RG 233.
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Marksmen (37th North Carolina Regiment Company 8), was a lawyer.56   So despite the fact

that almost everyone was labeled "farmer," many exceptions existed.

The Unionists in Burke and Watauga Counties were defined by several shared

characteristics.  First and most obviously, many supposed Uniorists in the counties would

file claims and would more than likely be disallowed by the commissioners.  Many of the

Unionists had family members in the Confederacy, despite their loyalist leanings.  They also

lived at higher elevations than their Confederate counterparts. Unionists of the area were also

generally a bit older, with the average age being around forty-three.  Unionists were also

defined by a generational gap in which parents would be more reserved, while their offspring

would be swept towards secession and war.  The Unionists of the area were also usually

small farmers and claimed the same things from the government, like horses and mules.

Most importantly, however, the Unionists of the counties were bound by their sentiment and

reputations. Most did not try to sabotage the Confederate Army, but they were Unionists in

their own minds regardless.  Unionists in the region were defined by reputation and regard in

the Unionist community.  Therefore, the common Unionist in Burke and Watauga County

would have been a farmer in his mid forties who owned a small fami.  The farmer would

most likely have not owned slaves and have little personal property.  The farmer would have

lived at a higher elevation and close to the mountains.  Finally, the farmer would have been

well regarded by the other Unionists in the community.

56 Data from: United States Census Bureau,  1860 Federal Census, Population Schedule9 Burke and Watauga

Counties, North Carolina, " 1860 United States Federal Census," j4#cestry I;.br¢ry,
http://search.ancestrylibrary.com/iexec/?htx=List&dbid=7667&offerid=0%3a7858%3ao (accessed June 10,
2009) and United States Census Bureau, 1860 Federal Census, Slave Schedule, Burke County, North Carolina.
Captains' names from, Manarin and Jordan, IVorJfe C¢ro/i.#c} rroopr.
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Chat)ter 3: The Economics of Unionism in Burke and Watauf!a Counties

Despite the complexities of unionism in Burke and Watauga Counties, defining features

of Unionism remained.  Unionists in the area were generally middle-aged farmers who lived

in the more highland portions of the counties. They had a reputation in the community as

being Unionists and were well regarded by their Unionist peers.  Unionists in the area were

also quite poor, and generally had a total net worth of well under $1,000.  An economic

profile of those who filed claims with the SCC and of those who had roles in leading the

Confederate movement in the area reveals two different stories. These differing stories help

to define Burke and Watauga Unionists.

The question of economics and how it shaped the region has been a leading question

in Appalachian history for some time.  According to Ronald Eller, sweeping industrial

change transformed Appalachia into little more than an industrial colony of the United States.

Eller argued that economic changes starting in the mid 19th century completely transformed

the region: "The coming of railroads, the buildings of towns and villages, and the general

expansion of industrial employment greatly altered the traditional patterns of mountain life

and called forth certain adjustments, responses, and defenses on the
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part of the mountaineers."1  Eller's study began with 1880, but the beginnings of the

economic upheaval started well before then with the time period in this particular study.

Furthermore, if industrialization and modernization fundamentally altered the fabric of

Appalachia there is no doubt that these changes reached Burke and Watauga Counties.  In

contrast to the analysis of Eller, Wilma Dunaway argued that all Americans were born

capitalists, and that tradition continued when they traveled across the Atlantic to what would

eventually become the United States.  Utilizing a world systems analysis model, Dunaway

went as far as to argue that the fur trade in colonial America had been capitalized.2

According to Dunaway, land ownership across Appalachia had not increased in the 19th

century.  She also argued that capitalism had taken hold, and that a proletariat had already

been developed.3  In her analysis industry and capitalism could not have been the all-

transforming factor that Eller portrays, but Dunaway fails to address the heightened and often

unfettered capitalism that arose in the middle of the 19th century.  Regardless, economics

helped to change and define the region.

The analysis of John Alexander Williams and Altina Waller put the economic

transition in more concrete terms for Burke and Watauga Counties.   In the first

comprehensive history of the region Willians discussed the importance of the railroad to the

economy of Appalachia.  He argued that the internal improvements of states like North

Carolina and Virginia made them increasingly tied to the Confederacy economically, as

slaves leased from planters were used to build the railroads.  Additionally, most of the rail

\ FLO:I[Iald D. T3.Ihor, Miners Millhands and Mountaineers : Industrialization Of the Appalachian South,  1880-1930

(Knoxville: University of Tennessee Press 1982), xix.

2 DunzNIay, The First American Frontier, 3S.

3 Ibid' 82.
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lines in the South ran in east-west configurations.  This configuration also solidifled ties

between Morganton and the more Confederate Piedmont region of the state.  The Western

North Carolina Railroad connected Morganton to Statesville, Salisbury, Charlotte, and

Greensboro.  In contrast, the railroad system closest to Watauga County, the Virginia and

Tennessee Railroad, ran mostly through Appalachia between the Allegheny and Blue RIdge

Mountains.  Therefore, the rail lines increasingly tethered Morganton to the Piedmont of the

state by furmeling goods and services eastward.  Slaves may have even been leased to help

construct the railroad itself.  In Watauga County goods were shuffled toward the northeast

and the southwest. The majority of the Virginia and Tennesee line ran exclusively through

the great valley of Appalachia.  Slaves could have been utilized in constructing the railway

near Watauga, but the ties to the Piedmont by rail were almost nonexistent.4

While Williams expounded upon the economic importance of the railroad in the

region, Altina Waller looked at how the transitioning economy affected the people of the

region directly.  Through the lens of community conflict, specifically the feud between the

Hatfields and Mccoys, Waller examined the strife that often accompanied the transitioning

economy of the mid 19th century.  Immediately following the Civil War, Devil Anse Hatfield

began to engage with the timber market.  In the Tug Valley community this broke with most

of the norms.  Men were expected to be small-scale farmers, but instead Hatfield had entered

the market economy and the timber industry.  Waller stated, "From a modem perspective this

ambitious entrepreneurial activity appears innovative and thoroughly progressive. . . But Tug

Valley residents did not always perceive it in such a light. . .it was feared as risky,

4 Williams, 4xpcr/crcA7.cr, see especially Map 3 Railroads and towns,1860, for visual representation of the east-

west lines versus the north-south lines.
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speculative, and conducive to dishonesty."5  This disregard for the cultural norm was the

catalyst for violence between the feuding falnilies.  This illustrates the strife the transitioning

economy could cause in Appalachian communities. Although there was not feuding as in the

borderland between West Virginia and Kentucky, the economic tensions of Burke and

Watauga would have certainly affected loyalty during the Civil War.  Although the brunt of

the economic storm had not yet hit, the clouds could definitely be seen in Burke and Watauga

Counties.

To better understand the economic tensions at play and how they affected loyalties

within Burke and Watauga Counties, it is first prudent to exalnine the wealth of those who

filed claims with the SCC.  In the 1860 Census wealth was listed under two different

headings, real estate and personal.  In Burke County the average real estate total for a

resident who filed a claim with the SCC was $2,613.  The average personal property wealth

was $3,668.  At first glance the raw data suggests that those filing claims within Burke

County were quite well off financially.  However, the raw data is misleading.  The census

data for Hannah Caldwell skews the data set considerably.  Hannah Caldwell's real estate

wealth was listed at $20,000 and her personal wealth at $35,000.  Caldwell was also an

anomaly in that she didn't just own slaves; she owned sixty, a number that dwarfed the slave

count of most of her slave owning neighbors.  With the data of Caldwell omitted from the

data set the results change dramatically.  The average real estate value falls to $1,032 and the

average personal estate falls to $752.  These numbers tell a dramatically different story.  The

data suggests that most of those who flled claims were of a low socioeconomic class.

5 A:hi"awa.I+or, Feud: Hatf ields, Mccays, and Social Change in Appalachia,1860-1900 (CklapctFTFTl..

University of North Carolina Press,1988), 40.  For more detail see the entirety of ch. 2 "The Devil in West
Virginia."
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However, even these numbers can be deceptive.  The numbers show that generally poorer

individuals filed claims, but several other wealthy individuals are included in that tally. It is

also important to remember that filing a claim did not always coincide with loyalty to the

Union. To get a truer sense of who Unionists were and their relative wealth, all the slave-

holding individuals need to be removed. The slaveholders made up only a small portion of

the data sets, but their numbers as to wealth were so much higher than other individuals, they

skewed the entire set.  When the three slaveholders are removed, the real estate average falls

to $615 dollars and the personal estate average falls to $246.  This data set is the most

representative of those who filed claims with the SCC.  This final data set is also more

representative in regards to the six residents who filed no money ($0) under real estate or

property values.  With the slaveholders kept in the set, those who reported zero dollar

amounts were the most skewed. They were offset by the large holdings of those with slaves.

The final averages indicate that the majority of those who filed claims in Burke County were

very poor with little real estate and even less personal property.  With the average wealth

being so small the claimed values seem rather high.  A $200 horse would have been most of

a resident' s personal property value. This indicates that most of their property was indeed

taken, or that some of the claim values were exaggerated in an attempt to get more funds

from the Federal Government.  The value of items like foodstuffs and horses remained

consistent throughout the claims, however.6

A similar pattern of wealth arose in Watauga County.  With all claimants included in

the data set the average real estate value was $2,631.  The average personal property value

6 All values and subsequent calculations from: United States Census Bureau, 1860 Federal Census, Population

Schedule, Burke County, North Carolina, " 1860 United States Federal Census," .4#cestry £7.Or¢ry,
http://search.ancestrylibrary.com/iexec/?htx=List&dbid=7667&offerid=0%3a785 8%3ao (accessed June 10,
2009).
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was $1,832.  The average real estate value was within eighteen dollars of the alnount in

Burke County.  The personal property value told a different story.  The value of claimants'

personal property in Watauga County was roughly half of the personal property value of

Burke County claimants.  At flrst glance it appears as if the claimants in Watauga County

had much less personal property than their Burke counterparts. When the slaveholding

claimants are removed the real estate average fell to $1,628 and the personal estate fell to

$463.7

In both Burke and Watauga, a majority those who filed claims with the SCC were

from a low socioeconomic bracket.  This can only be applied to the whole of the counties to a

certain extent.  It is important to remember that Stoneman only went through small swaths of

very large counties, but in the places Stoneman did go through, those filing claims were

generally poor.  Those filing claims in Watauga County were slightly better off than those in

Burke.  To fully understand the economic tensions at play and their probable affect on

7 All Data and Subsequent Calculations from: United States Census Bureau,  1860 Federal Census, Population

Schedule, Watauga County, North Carolina, " 1860 United States Federal Census," 4#cestry £7.b7.c7ry,
http://search.ancestrylibrary.com/iexec/?htx=List&dbid=7667&offerid=0°/o3a7858%3ao (accessed June 10,
2009). The data may not be entirely accurate.  The census data for Holland Hodges is questionable.  The first
question lies with the actual transcription of the census document.  Hodges's real estate value looks to be
smudged, perhaps in an attempt to remove a one from the $11,000 value.  Also suspicious is the fact that
Hodges claimed only $100 in his personal estate.  To complicate matters, Hodges is not in the 1870 census.  In
the 1850 census a twenty-two year old Hodges is not listed as head of household, but underneath his father as a
dependent.  His father only claimed $1,000 in real estate.  For the purposes of this study, and due to the
ambiguous nature of Hodges wealth, Hodges's values will be disregarded.  The flnal averages without the
slaveholders and Hodges wealth are: real estate $1,003 and personal $488. Breakdown of the wealth of Holland
Hodges and Father from: United States Census Bureau,1850 Federal Census, Population Schedule, Watauga
County, North Carolina, "1850 United States Federal Census," 4#cestry fz.drcvy,
http://search.ancestrylibrary.com/iexec/?htx=List&dbid=8054&offerid=0%3a7858%3 ao (accessed June 10,
2009) and United States Census Bureau, 1870 Federal Census, Population Schedule, Watauga County, North
Carolina, " 1870 United States Federal Census," i4#cestry I,j.brc}ry,
http://search.ancestrylibrary.com/iexec/?htx=List&dbid=7163&offerid=0%3a785 8%3ao (accessed June 10,
2009).
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loyalty, it is also important to expand the data set.  If only claimants are used for the study,

the sample size will be very small, and tiny changes could greatly affect the overall economic

profile of the county.  Also, not every Unionist in Burke and Watauga County would have

been able to file a claim because the counties are large, and the raid only took Stoneman

through limited portions of the counties.

i  The next groups to be exanined are those who were used as witnesses by the

claimants, and those who were named by claimants to be Union sympathizers.  When

examining the claimants and their witnesses it becomes immediately apparent that those in

Watauga County provided many more witnesses as to loyalty and property.  Watauga

claimants were also quicker to name other Unionists in the county.8 In Burke County only a

handful of witnesses were used.  All told, thirteen individuals from the claims who were not

represented elsewhere come to light. These individuals will be considered as having loyalties

that leaned towards the Union.  If these individuals were strongly linked to the Confederacy,

they would not have appeared as witnesses or been named by the claimants.  Of these

thirteen individuals four are not found in the census.  Therefore, the data set expands by nine

probable Unionists in Burke County.  The average real estate value of the new group is $704.

However, of the nine analyzed, four reported that they had no real estate of value.  If the high

value of $2,800 is dropped from the group, the average real estate value falls to $442.   The

$442 value is more representative of the entire group as a whole.  However, with a sample

group so small even that number is misleading.  Almost half of the group reported that they

had absolutely no real estate of value.  When the high value is dropped exactly fifty percent

of the group reported zeros. A few had property, but for the most part their holdings were

8 Claims of Burke and Watauga Counties, North Carolina, RG 233.
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very small.  Most had nothing. All indications point to Unionists in the area being very poor.

The picture becomes more lucid when the data is compared to the real estate holdings of

those who actually filed the clains in Burke County.  The average anongst claimants was a

comparable $615.  Again the numbers indicate that those who had Unionist sympathies had

little to no real estate holdings.  When the two data sets are combined and the top values are

dropped from the data set to give a better indication of the whole, the average real estate total

for Burke County was $538.9

A similar pattern for the county reveals itself in the personal estates of those who

supported the claimants.  The average value of personal estates anong the group was $361.

Unlike the real estate values there are no glaring inconsistencies within the data.  The

numbers reveal that not only did the members of the group not own much real estate, they

also had very little in terms of personal property.  Only one individual reported a personal

estate value of zero.   When the claimants' data is merged with that of their supporters, the

average was $301.[°  Both those who filed claims and those who agreed to witness on their

behalf, or were nanied as prominent Uniorists, had little to no personal property.  Again, the

numbers reveal an economic profile in which those who supported the Union in Burke

County cane from meager backgrounds, did not have much in the way of disposable income,

9 Real Estate Values and Subsequent Calculations derived from: United States Census Bureau,  1860 Federal

Census, Population Schedule, Burke County, North Carolina, "1860 United States Federal Census," A#cestry
I z.brary, http : //search. ancestryl ibrary. com/iexec/?htx=List& db id=76 6 7& offerid=0 %3 a78 5 8% 3 ao (accessed
June 10, 2009). Furthermore, the data set from Burke County is the claimant set excluding slaveholders and the
supporters set excluding the high value of 2800. Slaveholder data withheld as not to skew the set.

]° Personal Estate Values and Subsequent Calculation derived from: United States Census Bureau, 1860 Federal

Census9 Population Schedule, Burke County, North Carolina, " 1860 United States Federal Census," i4#cestry;
I j.brary, http : //search. ancestry library. com/iexec/?htx=L ist& db id=766 7& o fferid=0%3 a7 8 5 8%3 ao (accessed
June 10, 2009). The merged set here is slightly different from the real estate merged set.  Here the same
claimant set excluding slaveholders is utilized in conjunction with the full supporter set from Burke County, as
the personal values did not contain a high value that skewed the entire set of data.
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and did not have much in the way of land or houses.  It also reveals a group of individuals

who have a certain amount of solidarity, as there are only a few exceptions that have

significantly larger wealth totals than the majority of the group.  Despite the small sample

size of thirteen claimants, the data further clarifies the economic situation of those with

Unionist sentiments in Burke County.

The data set made up of witnesses and prominent Unionists in Watauga dwarfs the

same set of numbers from Burke County.  All told, the claimants of the county named thirty-

two Watauga residents as witnesses or Unionists, with some overlap. I I One of those named,

Holland Hodges, will be left out of the set because of a disputed real estate value in the

census.  The average of the remaining thirty-one citizens' real estate value was $873.  With

the Hodges value excluded no other values skew the set.  The high number of the set

belonged to slaveholder Robert Shearer who reported a $4,000 real estate value.  The number

was higher than others in the group, but several other higher values appear as well.

Accompanying the higher values were six citizens who claimed a real estate value of zero.

The set reveals two distinct groups within the set.  There are sixteen residents in the set (if

Holland Hodges is excluded) that claimed a real estate value of $1,000 or more.  The

remaining fifteen residents reported values under the $ 1,000 mark with six claiming zeros

and four more values under $500.  The data suggests that Union sentiment was mostly

contained in lower socioeconomic classes, but at the sanie time there was a segment of the

population in Watauga County who were not rich by any stretch of the imagination, but who

`] Claims of Burke and Watauga Counties, North Carolina, RG 233.
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fell well above the average real estate value of $873, revealing Unionism crossed economic

Classes more than previously supposed. ]2

Personal estates in the county impart a similar story.  The average personal property

value of those in the supporters' set was $904.  The data set had only one zero and only one

high value of $7,680 that stood out from the rest of the data. Like the real estate values,

another pattern emerged, those who had less than $ 1,000 of property and those who had

more.  The data confirms that the distribution of wealth was larger than in the claimant-only

data set.  The expanded set also suggests that Unionism was not just confined to a particular

section of the county that Stoneman passed through, as witnesses and Unionists could be

spread around the entire county.  A farmer in Cove Creek could use a witness in Boone even

if the witness did not experience Stoneman's Raid firsthand. [3

When examining the data it also becomes clear that there is a large discrepancy

between the personal estate values of those who filed claims and those who supported the

claimants.  The average personal estate among the claimants of Watauga County was $488,

while the average amongst supporters was a much more robust $904.  Put simply, those

included in the supporter set were generally of a higher socioeconomic bracket than those in

the claimant set.  This reaffimis the fact that Unionism was not just confined to those who

were the poorest in Watauga County, but not very wealthy, either. Of course, just because

[2 Real Estate Values and Subsequent Calculations derived from: United States Census Bureau, 1860 Federal

Census, Population Schedule, Watauga County, North Carolina, " 1860 United States Federal Census," .4#ces!J?;
I i.brcvy, http : //search. ancestryl ibrary. com/iexec/?htx=L ist&dbid=76 67& offerid=0%3 a7 8 5 8 °/o3 ao (accessed
June  10, 2009).

13 Personal Estate Values and Subsequent Calculations derived from: United States Census Bureau, 1860

Federal Census, Population Schedule, Watauga County, North Carolina, "1860 United States Federal Census,"
4 #cestry I ;.brc7ry, http : //search. ancestryl ibrary. com/iexec/?htx=L ist& dbi d=7 6 6 7&offerid=0%3 a7 8 5 8%3 ao
(accessed June 10, 2009).
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someone testified that property was taken does not necessarily mean they were Unionists, as

they were just verifying that the Union Army confiscated property.

To get a better overall picture of the economic profile of Unionists in Watauga

County the claimant data set and the supporters' set can be combined.  With the sets merged

the average real estate value was $915.  The average personal property value was $769.14

The merged set reveals that the averages for Watauga County were much higher than those

of Burke County.  The phenomena can be examined in terms of the economic transition

beginning in the middle of the 19th century.  If one accepts the Waller thesis, more tensions

would be expected in Burke County since it was more closely linked with the Piedmont and

the state's industrial centers. The tensions could have led the lowest class in Burke County to

be in direct opposition to those tied to the new economy. In Watauga, wealth may not have

been as defining a feature of unionism as in Burke County.  Wealth was spread out in a

larger distribution between Unionists, and the county had fewer ties to the Piedmont and

industrial centers in the state. [5

Other primary documents from Burke County suggest a similar relationship, that

loyalty was often linked to money.  Several of Burke County' s prominent Confederate

soldiers left behind their wartime letters.  Most letters from soldiers will contain some

mention of money, but almost every letter from Burke County soldiers discussed money.

This leaves the impression that their sympathies would have not been as steadfastly

" Personal Estate and Real Estate Values and Subsequent Calculations derived from: United States Census

Bureau, 1860 Federal Census, Population Schedule, Watauga County, North Carolina, "1860 United States
Federal Census," Ancestry Library,
http ://search.ancestrylibrary.com/iexec/?htx=List&dbid=7667&offerid=0%3a785 8°/o3ao (accessed June 10,
2009). Merged data set includes data from the claimant data set without slaveholders and the supporters' data
set with no values omitted. Slaveholder data was withheld as they make up only a small percentage of the data
set but their large holdings could skew the set and give their values to much prominence.

]5 Wa||er, FeeccJ, Chapter 2.
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Confederate without a paycheck. In an 1862 letter from a member of the Perkins family of

Burke County, a soldier found it imperative to mention money. Perkins wrote about money

and how he had spent it and how he needed to get more.]6  In a subsequent letter, Perkins

even went as far as discussing new bills and how the new paper money would affect hin and

the county. ]7  Someone not entrenched in the economy would not be writing about money so

much.  The preoccupation with finances not only illustrates ties to modemity, it also leads

one to question the sincerity of loyalties and to what extent they were impacted by wealth.

John Alexander Williams argued that because of internal improvements those of the upper

class were tied to slavery and industry. '8  This leads to the question--did Perkins believe in

the Confederate cause or did he feel obligated to the cause due to his own place in the

transitioning economy?  Did one lead to the other?  Perkins was definitely tied to the

industrial economy, as he owned $4,500 in real estate with another $ 12,500 in his personal

estate, far from a subsistence existence.  Perkins was also committed to the institution of

slavery.  He owned thirteen slaves in 1860.19  Perkins's ties to the economy shaped his

loyalty and led him to believe in the Confederacy.

[6 Perkins to his brother, December 29,  1862. "Civil War Letters and Narratives: Perkins Papers."  Burke

County Public Library, Morganton, NC, hereinafter cited as "Perkins Papers."

]7 Frees to Perkins,  1862, "Perkins Papers."

•8 Williams, 4zpcr/crcfe7.c7,  153.

]9 Real Estate and Personal Estate Values from: United States Census Bureau, 1860 Federal Census, Population

Schedule, Burke County, North Carolina, " 1860 United States Federal Census," 4#cestry fz.brcrry,
http://search.ancestrylibrary.com/iexec/?htx=List&dbid=7667&offerid=0%3a785 8%3ao (accessed June 10,
2009). Slave information gathered from: United States Census Bureau,  1860 Federal Census, Slave Schedule,
Burke County, North Carolina.
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Perkins's counteapart Elam 8. Bristol also wrote about money.  Bristol was a grocer

in Morganton after the war, illustrating his connection to the economy.20 Considering his

social status and ties to the economy it is no surprise that Bristol was steadfastly Confederate.

Writing to his brother from Yorktown in 1861, Bristol expressed his Confederate sympathies,

"We are sure that we are right and that God is with us."2]  Bristol leaves no question as to

where his loyalties sided.  Bristol even compared the cause of the Confederacy to the cause

of the Revolutionary War, "Who would have thought, on the ground where Comwallis

surrendered his sword to the illustrious Washington would be quarters of a virtuous people

defending their rights and struggling for Liberty."22 Bristol's letters also reveal his ties to the

economy.  Much like Perkins, money came up in almost every letter written by Bristol.  In an

1861 letter, Bristol wrote, "Sure I have some money I want to send it home if I get a safe

chance. We have not drawn any of our salary yet, but every man in 1 St regiment received ten

dollars merely as a gift for being in the lst regiment. I an going to send mine to mother." In

another he wrote, "We drew our bounty today."23  Bristol's social status certainly influenced

his loyalty and cormected him deeply to the Confederate ideology of the preservation of

slavery. Bristol's faniily owned seventeen slaves.

20 phifer, B„rfe, 273.

2' Elam Bristol to Brother Billy,1861. "Civil War Letters and Narratives: Elam 8. Bristol. '' Burke County

Public Library, Morganton, NC, hereinafter cited as "Bristol Papers."

22 Elam Bristol to Brother Billy, August 12,1861, "Bristol Papers."

23 E|am Bristol to Brother Billy, April 8,  1862, "Bristol Papers."
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This reaffirms the correlation put forth by John Alexander Williams that industry and slavery

went hand in hand in mid 19th century Appalachia.24

The letters of Thomas Morrisson shed light on a different perspective.  Unlike Perkins

and Bristol, Morrisson was a non-slaveholding farmer.  Morrisson was not even a head of

household.  His father claimed no real estate and only $800 in his personal estate.25  Needless

to say, Morrisson and his family were not anywhere near as wealthy as Perkins or Bristol.

However, like his wealthier counterparts, the correspondence of Morrisson contains many

mentions of money.  In an 1863 letter to his wife, Morrisson wrote, "I have sent you $29

since I left home and I have $15 more I will send you the first chance I get."26  At first glance

the letters resemble those of Perkins and Bristol, but soon the conversation turned uneasy

regarding money, "I have sent you $60 since I left home but I don't expect I will send you

any more soon for we don't get but $ 11 a month and we have to spend the most of that for

something to eat.  Meal is worth $5 per bushel here and chickens $1 apiece.  I hope the time

will soon come when this cruel war will end and we will get to come home."27  While

Perkins and Bristol were interconnected with the transitioning economy, Morrisson was not.

The connection of perkins and Bristol led them to sincere feelings about the Confederacy as

their economics shaped their loyalty. Consequently, Morrisson's lack of connection led to

24 Slave information gathered from: United States Census Bureau, 1860 Federal Census, Slave Schedule, Burke

County, North Carolina.

25 United States Census Bureau,  1860 Federal Census, Population Schedule, Burke County, North Carolina,
" 1860 United States Federal Census," A#cestry fz.dJ-Cry,

http://search.ancestrylibrary.com/iexec/?htx=List&dbid=7667&offerid=0%3a785 8%3ao (accessed June 10,
2009).

26 Thomas Morrisson to Wife, January 1863. "Civil War Letters and Narratives: Thomas Morrisson. " Burke

County Public Library, Morganton, NC, hereinafter cited as "Morrisson Papers."

27 Thomas Morrisson to Wife, February 1863. "Morrisson Papers."
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concern and anxiety.  Later in the aforementioned letter Morrisson wrote, "It is a sin the way

men are treated here" and "Tell everybody back there to not come here as long as they can

keep from it, for those who are here are very tired of this place it is not the place they thought

it was."28  Morrisson's letter could not be further from those of Perkins and Bristol.

Morrisson' s correspondence illustrates the complexity of loyalty and economics. The letters

also illustrate how those with a higher socioeconomic status were more connected to the war,

versus someone from a lower socioeconomic status who was not as connected to the

economy of the war.  However, this is not the whole story.

A random sample of soldiers from Burke County regiments during the Civil War

reveals much higher figures.29   The average real estate value of those sampled was $614.

The average personal estate was $ 1,813 .  Despite the fact that the soldiers appearing in the

sample were present and accounted for throughout the duration of their time in the

Confederate Army, their real estate values were similar to those of Unionists in the county.

The final average of the merged set for Unionists was $538, a difference of only $76.  The

numbers reveal that both Unionists and Confederates in the county owned little land, but

however little, the amounts were similar.  The personal estate data from the set reveals an

entirely different story.  In the combined Unionist data set for Burke County the average

personal estate was only $301. In the random sample of soldiers from Burke regiments the

value skyrocketed to $ 1,813, a difference of $1,512.  The data shows that for the most part

28 Ibid.

29 sample

Company :*eLE°Rfe497::Ldt£#°E::Lrn:rtcho:#L;naD#£#::thcc°:oPL=#:gL]ithe#t°c¥mcparan°;iba,?£8N¥::t

:::i::yR£:LFdefto::=Par:yfnEa'cLa6vthaLNry°Fo:par£L;nFa.R;:Lj::te:i::r#'i5ntha¥:i:r:#oar,Ee€i:oe/::¢
Troops.
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Burke County Confederates were wealthier than those who filed claims.  The number is even

higher than those who filed claims in Watauga, in fact almost double.  In Watauga the real

estate value was higher with an average of $915 in the merged set.  Farms were generally

smaller in Watauga, and it appears as if land was more valuable as values were higher despite

smaller land holdings.30  A random sanple of soldiers in Watauga revealed an average real

estate value of $1,367 and a personal estate value of $838.3]  Those who served the

Confederacy throughout the war in Watauga County also had higher values than those who

filed claims.  In Watauga those who stayed true to the Union had more land than those in

Burke County but had a slightly lower personal value.

The soldiers of Burke County were exceptional in that the regiments belonging to the

county had a desertion rate of almost zero. th The data from those ardent supports can be

contrasted with a data set near the opposite end of the spectrum, deserters.  Watauga

regiments had a number of deserters; especially in the 37th Regiment Companies 8 and E.32

The average real estate value among deserters was $437.  Compared to the average value

from the merged Uniorist data set the value is roughly half.  The deserter data set has a lower

real estate average of any group examined thus far. The personal estate average from

deserters was $377.33  Deserter values were lower than those from the merged set and anong

30 Real Estate and Personal Estate Values from: United States Census Bureau,1860 Federal Census, Population

Schedule, Burke County, North Carolina, " 1860 United States Federal Census," A#cestry I;.br¢ry,
http://search.ancestrylibrary.com/iexec/?htx=List&dbid=7667&offerid=0%3a785 8%3ao (accessed June 10,
2009).

3] Real Estate and Personal Estate Values from: United States Census Bureau,1860 Federal Census, Population

Schedule, Watauga County, North Carolina, " 1860 United States Federal Census," 4#cestry/ £z.b7`ary,
http://search.ancestrylibrary.com/iexec/?htx=List&dbid=7667&offerid=0%3a7858%3ao (accessed June 10,
2009). Names from Manarin and Jordan, IVorffo CaroJz.72cr rroopr.

32 Deserter data from: Manarin and Jordan, IVorffe CaJ.o/I.#cr Troops.
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the lowest examined.  Deserters had the least amount of connectedness to the industrializing

economy based on their averages.  Their low wealth would indicate that they would have

more in common with many of the counties' Unionists rather than Confederates.I However,

they decided to join the Confederate Amy, but their initial enthusiasm could not outlast the

hardships they faced.  It is also important to note that not all of the deserter group can

automatically fall into the category of Unionist.  There are many reasons for leaving the

army, and many of those who deserted did not immediately flock to Union lines.  However,

those abandoning the Confederate Army probably had sympathies that leaned more towards

the Union.  It must also be noted, however, that many deserters may have just lost their

enthusiasm for war, not just their enthusiasm to a particular side.

To further understand economic tensions one final group will be studied, the captains

of the Burke and Watauga regiments.  Watauga County had fewer regiments in fighting for

the Confederacy, and fewer troops.  Six captains led the regiments from the county.  The

average real estate holding for the Watauga captains was $938.  The average personal estate

was $2,030.34  The captains from the county did not hold large amounts of land, and their real

estate value was very close to the average real estate holding of even the Unionists in the

county.  However, their personal estates towered above the personal average of Unionists and

almost tripled it, as most owned many slaves.  Wealth wise, the captains of the Watauga

33 Real Estate and Personal Estate Values and subsequent calculations from: United States Census Bureau, 1860

Federal Census, Population Schedule, Watauga County, North Carolina, "1860 United States Federal Census,"
i4#cestry I, z.brcvy, http : //search. ancestryl ibrary. com/iexec/?htx=Li st&dbid=76 6 7&offerid=0%3 a78 5 8%3 ao
(accessed June 10, 2009).

34 Names of Captains from Manarin and Jordan, IVorffe C¢ro/j.#a rroopr. Real Estate and Personal Estate Values

and subsequent calculations from: United States Census Bureau,1860 Federal Census, Population Schedule,
Watauga County, North Carolina, " 1860 United States Federal Census," ,4#cestry fj.drcvy,
http://search.ancestrylibrary.com/iexec/?htx=List&dbid=7667&offerid=0%3a785 8%3ao (accessed June 10,
2009).
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County regiments were in the upper echelons of society.  The large gap in personal estates

helps to illustrate the tensions between the upper and lower classes of the county.  John

Inscoe and Gordon MCKinney described the sane phenomenon: "Evidence also supports the

more general assumption that Southern Unionism was a function of lower-class resentment

of slaveholders."  Inscoe and MCKinney looked at tensions based on slavery and how

Unionists in Appalachia almost never explicitly elaborated on the class tension.  The data

from Watauga takes the thesis a step further and does not just look at tensions between lower

class citizens and slaveholders, although that is definitely a part of the equation.  The study

instead extends class resentment to large gaps in the distribution of wealth.  Martin Crawford

also commented on class tensions in regard to Unionism: "That Unionism penetrated deeper

than its Confederate counterpart into the poorer strata of mountain society seems well

established."35  The data from Watauga supports Crawford's analysis that the wealthy in

leadership positions were more prone to associate with the Confederacy, while those in lower

socioeconomic brackets were associated with Unionism.  However, this is not to say that

every person who was poor was a Unionist.  Many poor from the Unionjoined the

Confederacy; in Burke County poorer citizens enlisted and performed their wartime duties

throughout the conflict's duration even if their average wealth was higher than some of the

Unionists.  The data does, however, identify a discemable pattern and a definable economic

profile that helps to differentiate many Unionists in the county.

The large gap between Unionists and those in leadership roles is even more evident in

Burke County.  Twenty captains, fifteen of whom show up in the 1860 Census, led the Burke

County Regiments.  The average real estate holding of the captains was an astonishing

35 Crawford, "Dynamics," 63.
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$9,482.  Even more overwhelming is the personal property average of $21,706.36  The

numbers hammer home the idea of economic tensions in the area.  Those who were well

connected to the economy also had a large aniount of power in the Civil War.  A type of class

warfare emerged as poorer citizens harbored tensions towards those with power and money.

This resentment led many to the Union. This also helps to explain why Burke County

Uniorists were generally poorer than Unionists in Watauga County.  In Watauga the gap in

wealth was not as vast, and many Unionists had an average wealth value well above the

mean. In Burke County the severe gap was much more evident and most of the Unionists did

not fall well above the mean values of wealth, leading to increased tensions and two distinct

groups, the have and have nots.

Unionism in Burke and Watauga County is hard to define.  A multitude of factors

determined who would dedicate themselves to the Confederacy and who would throw in their

lotwiththeunion.MLgnyQflfe±ei±uLs_g=tJ2§}[_qaflnQflaeflEifed,
lj!S£±ep!±£a!ien.Ej2QEgjde£~S2=`F+O_vy_e_¥!e`r,:`cvy_apLa.C.9ma§£r£.!g_4tinaLifg±.9r.Qf_.vybg`r_e.LQ~n5.sJ.o¥.a±.t.ies

±i4ed.  In Burke and Watauga Counties a defmable economic profile could be discerned.

Generally, Unionists of the county did not own much land and did not own much property,

including slaves.  In the areas that Stoneman swept through in Watauga County, claimants

generally owned about $1,000 in real estate and another $500 in their personal estate.  In

Burke County claimants generally fell into a profile where the average real estate value was

36 Names of captains from Manarin and Jordan, IVor/fe Cc]ro/7.#cr rroapLs. Real Estate and Personal Estate
Values and subsequent calculations from: United States Census Bureau, 1860 Federal Census, Population
Schedule, Burke County, North Carolina, " 1860 United States Federal Census," j4#cestry fz.brcvy,
http://search.ancestrylibrary.com/iexec/?htx=List&dbid=7667&offerid=0%3a785 80/o3ao (accessed June 10,
2009).
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$500 and personal estates at $300.  When extended to supporters, the sane general proflle

prevailed.  The elite of the county and their large wealth values further differentiated

Uniorists and defined their economic profile.  The economic profile of unionists in Burke

and Watauga also reveals deep economic tensions in Appalachia and how those tensions

shaped loyalties in the region.

Summation

Loyalties in Appalachia were nuanced and complex. Many studies of competing

loyalties stop short of defining Unionists because loyalties were often fleeting and hard to pin

down.  Despite the multifaceted nature of these sentiments, defining features remain. Most---_

Unionists in Eu±iseiapdLr5Hatapga~Qo±!n±i§s±a:w£`^r=e,po+or,_~rurural .fap£±S. Generally, theUnionists

di|±j±g±+g±g]]Ij±n3£J2ash_£[engLb~ut\~inst_g~a_d~g:g±±L±oigLd`ElE+.ff§..IjkepcasJJ2eansL_andr2gt±aia£g£s.

The Unionists of Burke and Watauga Counties w;g±g±±§±±a±±}[jpi44±gngfd±±4feLthe

L±][g±agg±nlhe±mffii.e_s.DespitetheirUnionistsentiment,manyoftheregion'sUnionist

had close fanily in the Confederacy. A ggp£±t.ipjna.I_._8_ap.~vyqsJdy+S]9.appLap£Pt. `2§m_any

Unionists' children broke from their

Unionists were mainl aELo_ugrl

dig.c=Qunted_13j±thedscc.

Most of the Unionists in this

se_E[ie~ejitL.and.~_sided~~wi±h=thn£±cQnfedrsy.

some women did file

lived in the more Burke and

W;±g±g!;ufefom±es.  Unionists often lived along remote ridges and valleys. This was

especially prevalent in Burke County where most Unionists were found in mountainous

regions of the county and not in the county seat of Morganton.  Many, claims were filed in the
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remote portions of Burke County, while almost no claims were filed in Morganton despite

Stoneman's ransacking of the town.  In Burke County altitude often paralleled attitude, as

increases in elevation often led to more Unionist sentiment. In Watauga Unionists were more

evenly distributed as the entirety of the county was mountainous.

t±9prt§-,tb,.£±±elch.g~gpa.c±stretched across both Burke and a Counties was
`L..`.>==T`=1,~1=`,.=4±..^.T*=p~zau-Lica

r.epHtation.  Many Unionists could not cross into Union lines or take direct action against the

Confederacy.  Unionists of the counties feared retribution by local Confederates if they tried

to join the Union ranks, as their property and their families would be left behind undefended.

ThLg=&:g,~U~miQpi¥tLip=P~T:i?a_niprfe±e±±gay*:+renQ±g2+9.1yr.c¢£f±P_e_gusty

re_P_ujalitQnplayeda_lapg„e~rg]|e~_iELdL£.fi±qjprg+he,unonistsofthecounties.
_    ._    a,~r±~~Ti_ac_c``v.t~`_,T<,.,i-jL= in  '

F`i.p_9l!¥y,

CQapFJ#£#!.

Unionism in Burke ap9~-vylatqu8a

Most Unionists had well under

values for real

Counties was defined

a_irec.i?Efuinffe_ad,

by a strong economic
za.~  .  s>Z=rl.===±.i:  _^~=c + xi<xi:cFs:,I:zassx;n .c_i=:n=-`i.

S_1_>P~9[Q_gftgJe±:¥+gg:±h_ri_tk±_apvy__repg~rt~ing~zero

9S~tateror.`P!rpsrd9P?l`estat?>ya|Tes.P.eLSLefl±r.SHirfupe±

named in clains, also had

were Confederate

and those who were

Lhld..¥.€¥...1ittie±v_e_aith.S±d~iirasL±_SL9}£d_q£.~£_9_pr_$9._f9.rtwthe

wealth totals several times that of unionists.  The wealthiest of the

±c-apE-ins.

study

Despiteaplethoraofcomplicationandnuance,thigLS;§q±gLmLELprmk.9£n_d..1]]J_±!?_nga

Cg*i~e.S=,whgrqu_ai.pedl.ey?<1t_9_`±F±g±|giqu_dprin.a.the...Civ_i_I_vyap.,share4d_.a.£_9{nggpgp£.sj?.tof

definitive characteristics.  The set of characteristics shed new light onto a group whose voice•_ -------- _vl,-1,-"-1 -,,-

is often lost in the historical record, while at the same time embracing the complexity that

helped shape their views.
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